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SUMMARY 

Banks are an important factor in the functioning of every company and in the life of every 

individual, as well. A breakthrough of FinTech, i.e. financial technologies, has asserted a lot 

of pressure on the banking business and its operational models. FinTech is bringing improved 

customer experience, simplified operating systems, simplified creation and distribution of 

financial products. FinTech, as a new competitor on the banking scene, can cause downfall of 

banks that we know today. Through partnerships with FinTech innovators, banks can gain a 

unique opportunity to improve their product portfolio, increase their distribution network, 

improve knowledge of their clients, improve their operational functioning and modernise their 

IT systems. In case banks will not perform their transformation, their role could soon be taken 

over with the help of FinTech by innovative start-ups, big tech companies and other 

companies having a large customer database. 

Key words: FinTech, banking, technology, blockchain, artificial intelligence, open banking. 

POVZETEK 

Banke so pomemben dejavnik v delovanju podjetij ter tudi v življenju posameznika. Bančni 

modeli poslovanja ter operativnega delovanja so s prebojem finančnih tehnologij oz. fintecha 

pod velikim pritiskom. Fintech prinaša med drugim izboljšano uporabniško izkušnjo, 

poenostavitev operativnih tehnoloških sistemov, lažje oblikovanje in distribuiranje finančnih 

produktov. S tem lahko fintech kot nova konkurenca povzroči zaton bank, kot jih poznamo 

danes. A banke imajo edinstveno priložnost, da preko partnerstva z nosilci inoviranja na 

področju finančnih tehnologij izboljšajo portfelj produktov ter ga širše distribuirajo, poglobijo 

vedenje o strankah, izboljšajo operativno delovanje ter posodobijo IT sisteme. Če tega banke 

ne bodo storile same, bi lahko njihovo vlogo s pomočjo fintecha kmalu prevzela inovativna 

zagonska podjetja, tehnološki giganti ter ostala podjetja z veliko bazo uporabnikov. 

Ključne besede: fintech, bančništvo, tehnologije, veriga blokov, umetna inteligenca, odprto 

bančništvo. 

UDK: 336.71(043.2) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the definition of the thesis topic, its theoretical framework, the main 

aims and goals of the thesis, research methodologies used and predicted assumptions and 

limitations as defined in the following chapter. 

1.1 Definition of the thesis topic and its theoretical framework 

Since 2008 financial crisis, global banking industry has faced a new competitor in the market. 

By a new competitor, we mean non-banking players offering financial products and services 

usually provided by FSI, especially banks. These are tech companies, also known as 

FinTechs. FinTechs are start-ups and other companies that use technology to conduct the 

fundamental functions provided by FSI, and they are now significantly affecting the methods 

used for storing, saving, borrowing, investing, moving and protecting money (Dietz et al. 

2015, 2). 

Big tech companies like Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple have raised the level of 

customer expectations by delivering superior personalised and digital customer interactions - 

inspired by the digital interfaces they encounter in their day-to-day lives. Customers have 

started demanding similar levels of experience also from their financial firms (Capgemini, 

Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 11). 

The sudden appearance and growth of the FinTech sector has also been caused and enabled by 

banks which have, due to 2008 financial crisis, decreased the level of investing in the 

development of new products and services, and their ways of how these are distributed to 

customers. Strong focus on self-preservation and increased regulatory requirements have 

additionally increased the gap between banks and customers who have started losing trust. 

Since 2010, venture capitalists, private equity firms, corporates and a number of other players 

have invested more than $50 billion into almost 2,500 FinTechs (Skan, Dickerson and 

Gagliardi 2016, 2), which are building various financial products and services that are 

changing our relation and understanding of finances and money. This shows incredible 

interest among investing players who are trying to find new ways of gaining a certain level of 

banking industry revenues. 

New technologies and innovative ways of combining them poses huge competition for banks. 

In five major retail banking businesses - consumer finance, mortgages, lending to small and 

medium-sized enterprises, retail payments and wealth management - from 10% to 40% of 

bank revenues could be at risk by 2025 (Dietz et al. 2015, 5). 

Blockchain, Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence with Machine Learning, Open APIs 

with Open Banking represent the main emerging FinTech technologies which will completely 
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change the financial services industry ecosystem and our relations towards banking and 

money. Comprehensive and holistic understanding of what the pros and cons are is significant 

especially for people creating strategic directions how banks will develop their financial 

products and services in the future and form the ways of disturbing them to customers. 

Banks are dealing with many challenges that are preventing quick and efficient 

implementation of FinTech technologies and new disruptive business models. Outdated 

legacy systems developed in the analogue era, traditional organisational structures and chain 

of command, traditional culture favouring “status-quo” over change and constant adjusting, 

strong regulations and low understanding of actual value of customer data - all this is still 

preventing faster adjustments (Dapp 2014, 27-28). Banks that could lose a significant part of 

their businesses and customers should conduct detailed studies of new technologies and 

determine strategies how to retain their role as the main provider in the financial ecosystem of 

the future. 

Banks have many strategic options how to respond to the new competition. There are three 

general approaches for banks if they want to decide for quick and efficient implementation of 

new FinTech technologies. The first approach is enhancement of in-house innovation and 

development based on updated legacy systems (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 24). 

The second option is gaining more innovation through acquisitions of innovative tech 

companies, and the third option is establishing a continuous partnership and collaboration 

with tech companies working on new financial technologies (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 

2016, 24). 

1.2 The aim and goals of the thesis 

The main aim of the thesis is the conduct of comprehensive research of new financial 

technologies and how they can, as a source of new competition on financial services market - 

influence banks and their response to the changing financial ecosystem and to the shift in 

customers’ expectations. 

The goals of the thesis are the following: 

- to conduct research on describing the phenomenon of FinTech, to present the main 

emerging FinTech technologies and explain what has caused or enabled its appearance, 

and to look for the drives of FinTech adoption among FSI customers; 

- to determine whether FinTech has already caused any fundamental changes in FSI market 

or it is only about the media hype in FSI community and it has not reached any 

meaningful breakthrough and adoption; 

- to present potential strategic approaches to how banks could respond to challenges and 

disruption arising from the tech sector in order to retain their strategic position and 

competitiveness also in the future, and 
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- to find out if FinTech and all the innovation they generate can actually contribute to 

sustainable development of the banks and financial system. 

1.3 Methodologies used to reach the goals of the thesis 

In our attempt to reach the goals of this thesis, we used several research methodologies. The 

area of FinTech and its implications on financial services market are lacking systematic and 

comprehensive academic research, that is why we decided to define and describe it from the 

general toward more detailed aspects. 

In the theoretical part of the thesis, we used the method of compiling and the descriptive 

method. 

In the empirical part of the thesis, we conducted a survey focused on the adoption of FinTech 

products and services. Most of the questions were taken from EY FinTech Adoption Index 

2017 Survey focusing on the adoption of FinTech products and services among customers on 

twenty different markets. This survey was conducted by the EY consulting company in 2017. 

The main purpose of this approach is to compare the results of both surveys in order to detect 

any differences and try to explain the reasons causing them. 

To reach the goals of the thesis, we used literature and sources of foreign authors, since 

Slovenian authors and researchers have not yet performed a systematic and comprehensive 

academic research on determination of FinTech and its implications on banks. Several 

different publications and research editions were used in the thesis, which were published by 

consulting companies operating in the banking industry and technologies. The literature and 

sources of the thesis also comprise several surveys and articles published by major global 

banking groups or banking associations, FinTech forums, blogs and podcasts. An important 

source of inspiration and the approach of setting the direction of this thesis comes from 

author’s know-how and experiences gained from direct cooperation with more than fifty 

banks located in Central and South Eastern Europe, Middle East and Nord Africa, and by 

working in a thriving FinTech scene in Berlin, Germany. 

1.4 Predicted assumptions and limitations of the thesis topic 

At the beginning of the thesis, the following assumptions were determined: 

- FinTech is bringing several novelties that are having a substantial influence on the 

development of products and financial services. 

- FinTech can cause extinction of the existing banks if they do not respond. 

- Customers today demand from their banks similar highly digitalised user experience as 

those offered by big tech companies (e.g. social networks and e-commerce). 
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- Banks are dealing with many challenges in their attempt to respond and implement new 

technologies. On the other side, financial technology start-ups, known as FinTechs, are 

dealing with many obstacles in attempt to reach general adoption and usage. By working 

together in partnerships, they can solve the majority of their challenges. 

- FinTech is bringing risks and benefits, as well. With appropriate risk management, 

FinTech can provide a substantial contribution to sustainable development of financial 

industry. Benefits and contributions to sustainable financial system will accelerate the 

adoption of FinTech in the future. 

- With fundamental restructuring and cooperation with FinTechs, banks can retain their 

role in the financial system of the future. 

At the beginning of the thesis, we also determined the following limitations: 

- FinTech is interfering with several actors in the financial services industry, from banks to 

asset management funds, insurances and regulators. The thesis focuses on relations 

between FinTechs and banks; other actors are included only in case of their clear link to 

banks. 

- FinTech is continuously going through major changes, which could cause some 

challenges with the accuracy of the content included in the thesis. 

- Survey questions in the thesis, which are substantively linked to EY FinTech Adoption 

Index 2017 Survey, were formed by following published results, findings and 

commentaries to EY`s survey and not by following its actual questionnaire (its 

conductors did not publish the actual survey questionnaire). 
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2 ABOUT FINTECH 

This chapter highlights different definitions about FinTech and the roles it has in today`s 

society: FinTech as a term used for financial technology and FinTech as a form of a financial 

technology start-up company. Knowing all the relevant definitions is crucial for 

comprehensive understanding what FinTech actually is and how it can be used, as a much-

needed source of innovation, in the financial industry. A complete overview can also help 

avoid potential misunderstandings arising from the fact that FinTech presents significant 

media hype in the banking and tech communities, or from the fact that FinTech has a strong 

and undeniable connection with technologies that could cause a lack of interest or 

understanding among members of business community. 

2.1 FinTech - as financial technology 

As mentioned above, FinTech has a strong connection with technologies that are highlighted 

in this chapter. FinTech stands for financial technology and describes the evolving 

intersection of financial services and technology where start-ups, technology companies or 

even legacy providers use technology to offer existing financial services at lower costs (PwC 

2016b, 1). For Robins and Zadek (2017, 41), FinTech is part of a broader, technology-driven 

revolution in progress where the world is undergoing a transformation at high speed, driven 

by the fusion of advanced digital, material and biological innovations. 

According to Castilla-Rubio et al. (2016, 1), FinTech is a core disruptor of every aspect of 

today’s financial system where innovations in combination will threaten the viability of 

today’s financial sector business models, the effectiveness of current policies, and regulations 

and norms that have shaped modern finances. The use of technology in finances is not new - 

but a steep change is now expected with the novel application of a number of technologies in 

combination (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 1). Modern digitisation, network and information-

communications technologies are not only permanently changing the way that information 

goods are generally produced, allocated and shared, but also controlled, published and 

consumed (Dapp 2014, 7). All this enables many processes to be structured more efficiently, 

synergies to be leveraged and productivity to be boosted (Dapp 2014, 7). 

For Robins and Zadek (2017, 41), the core of FinTech is the reduction of market friction by 

cutting out incumbent intermediaries and replacing them with lower cost variants, ultimately 

by increasing the speed and lowering the costs of transactions. Many established business 

models are being challenged in their core by firms from other sectors that have specialised in 

products and services by using web-based information and communications technologies and 

data analyses (Dapp 2014, 7). Dapp (2014, 7) continues that efficient use of information and 

falling transaction costs due to web-based technologies are paving the way for many new 

players who want to enter the market. With their immense customer reach, digital 
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infrastructure and a convenient “one-stop shopping offer” they can attract many customers 

from established banks using simple digital financial services in shape of apps or web-based 

services (Dapp 2014, 7). 

FinTech can be, according to Dintrans et al. (2017, 4), seen as the emergence of disruption, 

known as Digital 2.0, which is yet another phase in the evolution of banking. In the following 

figure, we can see the technologies that have, according to Dintrans et al. (2017, 4), enabled 

the evolution of banking through three phases: pre-digital traditional banking, Digital 1.0 and 

Digital 2.0. 

 

Figure 1: The evolution of banking 

Source: Dintrans et al. 2017, 4. 

When talking about FinTech and its new way of combining technologies, the ultimate 

question here is the approach how FinTech can actually contribute to consumer-centric and 

long-term sustainable financial services system. Here are the fundamental FinTech features 

collected by Castilla-Rubio et al. (2016, 3), which can help increase sustainability and 

improve inclusion of all participants of financial system: 

- increased access and decentralisation of the financial system for inclusion of the 

unbanked and underbanked communities’ individuals and SMEs; 

- increased transparency, accountability and collaboration with information sharing to 

regulators, citizens and businesses; 

- improved risk management and risk diversification with better capture and analysis of 

data allows to identify and manage risks through the development of early-warning 

infrastructure and by better spreading risk across a range of actors in the financial system 

and in the real economy; 

- lower costs through improved efficiency, speed and automation, and 

- increased competition by the entry of FinTechs with alternative products and business 

models. 

According to EY (2017, 39) there are five FinTech categories with seventeen services which 

are presented in the following table. Items listed in Table 1 are customer facing categories and 

services. 
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Table 1: FinTech categories and services 

Category Services 

Money transfer and payments online foreign exchange, 

payments via cryptocurrencies, 

oversees remittances, 

online digital-only banks without branches, 

nonbanks to transfer money, 

mobile phone payment at checkout 

Financial planning online budgeting and financial planning 
tools 

Saving and investments P2P platforms for high-interest investments, 

investments in equity crowdfunding 

platforms and rewards crowdfunding 

platforms, 

online investment advice and investment 

management, 

online stockbroking, 

spread betting 

Borrowing borrowing using P2P platforms, 

borrowing using online short-term loan 
providers 

Insurance car insurance using telematics (black box) 

that monitor driver behaviour, 

insurance premium comparison sites, 

activity-based health insurance that tracks 

your exercise 

Source: EY 2017, 39. 

2.2 FinTech - as form of business entities 

The purpose of this chapter is to determine what differs FinTechs from conventional forms of 

businesses. We can understand FinTechs as new entrants that use internet-based and mobile 

technologies to create new or superior banking products (EIU 2015, 3). FinTechs are start-ups 

and other companies that use technology to conduct their fundamental functions provided by 

financial services, which have impact on how consumers store, save, borrow, invest, move, 

pay and protect money (Dietz et al. 2015, 2). According to EY (2017, 5), FinTechs are 
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organisations which combine innovative business models and technology to enable, enhance 

and disrupt financial services. 

FinTechs are established and placed on the market with different product orientation and 

position towards established FSI, known as incumbents, which are following traditional 

business models and relations in financial services industry (e.g. banks, insurances, asset 

management founds, payment processors, etc.). Depending on the positioning towards the 

incumbents, Skan, Dickerson and Gagliardi (2016, 5) determine two types of FinTechs: 

competitive and direct challengers to the incumbents, and collaborative ones offering 

solutions to enhance the position of the existing market players. FinTech ecosystem, 

according to the PwC (2016b, 2), includes: 

- large well-established financial institutions known as incumbents, 

- big tech companies that are active in the financial services, but not exclusively (e.g. 

Apple, Google, Facebook, and Twitter), 

- companies that provide infrastructure or technology facilitating financial services 

transactions (e.g. MasterCard, financial market utilities and exchanges), and 

- disruptors, such as fast-moving companies, often start-ups, focused on a particular 

innovative technology or process. 

PwC Global FinTech Survey 2017 (PwC 2017, 4) detected the following entities that would 

most likely drive the FinTech disruption in financial services industry in the next five years: 

- start-ups, 

- social media and internet platforms, 

- ICT and large tech companies, 

- e-retailers, 

- financial infrastructure companies, and 

- traditional financial institutions. 

Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn (2016, 36) consider big tech companies, such as social media, 

e-commerce, and telecommunications companies, as a potentially even bigger disruptive force 

in financial services since they have superior data processing capabilities and none of the 

challenges that FinTech start-ups have in winning over customer trust. 

2.3 Investments in the FinTech sector and its actual position towards incumbents 

FinTechs depend on development, innovation and market scaling activities. All this requires 

significant investments in order to finance basic operations, at least up to the point where 

FinTechs generate enough cash flow to cover their own costs. This chapter focuses on 

investment activities covering the FinTech sector. 
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Venture capitalists, private equity firms, corporations and a number of other players have 

invested into global FinTechs more than $50 billion in almost 2,500 companies since 2010 

(Skan, Dickerson and Gagliardi 2016, 2). 

According to Citigroup (2016, 4), global banks create 46% of their profit in Personal/SME 

Banking, 35% in Corporate Banking and 19% in Investment Banking. For comparison, there 

is distribution of FinTech investments according to the banking segment (Citigroup 2016, 4): 

- 73% in Personal/SME Banking, 

- 10% in Asset Management, 

- 10% in Insurance, 

- 4% in Investment Banking, and 

- 3% in Large Corporations Banking. 

Investments into FinTech have been focused on most profitable segments of banking 

business, Personal/SME Banking recently. FinTech investments are growing fast, but from a 

small base where total VC investment in FinTechs globally comes to only a fraction of the 

size of the average global systemically important bank (Rung et al. 2015, 8). Currently, only 

about 1% of North American consumer banking revenue has migrated to new digital business 

models, to either new entrants or incumbents (Citigroup 2016, 8). However, this wave will be 

increased to about 10% by 2020 and 17% by 2023 (Citigroup 2016, 8). Citigroup (2016, 9) 

reports that, unlike in the Unites States or Europe, we are well past the tipping point of 

disruption in China where the e-commerce ecosystem is now larger than in any other country 

in the world in terms of transaction volume, where top FinTechs (such as Alipay or Tencent) 

often have as many clients as the top banks. China’s top FinTechs often have well-resourced 

parent companies in e-commerce or finance in comparison with Western venture capital 

funded competitors (Citigroup 2016, 9). 

In tech media, we can follow many stories about successful investments into FinTech sector, 

which could give us the wrong impression that FinTech companies might have strong cash 

flow or generate a considerable profit since the beginning of their operations. Most FinTechs 

are only operating within a small piece of the value chain, allowing them to focus on doing 

one thing very well, but many also struggle to access affordable distribution and scale 

(Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 14). The intense focus of VCs on FinTechs may be 

giving them only an artificial lift, masking the possibility that many may not have scalable or 

viable business models, and may not be able to compete in the medium to long term 

(Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 12). 
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2.4 Factors enabling the FinTech and what will influence its future adoption and 

scalability 

To fully understand FinTech and its potential, we need to know what factors have caused and 

contributed to its emergence. 

Regulatory responses to 2008 financial crisis have created an opportunity for new start-ups to 

provide financial services without the same high standard of regulation and associated costs 

and to gain its market presence, since incumbent banks were forced to shift away from non-

core assets and unprofitable customers (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 13). New regulations, such 

as revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) in Europe, are another opportunity for FinTech 

firms to act as intermediaries between banks and customers (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 

2016, 11). 

An additional factor enabling FinTech is also open space in the banking market for those that 

either are not yet participating in banking or are underserved like SME businesses, for 

example, around 10 million US households and 1.5 million UK adults have no bank accounts 

(Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 11). Moreover, there are also still two billion unbanked in the 

developing world (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 11). 

FinTech is, according to Dapp (2014, 6), part of digital structural change and the pre-

condition for its digitisation, i.e. the transformation of analogue signals into digital form 

which enables data to be reproduced as often as required regardless of the storage medium 

without any loss of quality and at marginal cost. Over the last 30 years, the price of 1 GB of 

RAM has fallen by more than 99% to around $0.05 (Dapp 2014, 6). According to Dapp 

(2014, 10), the following factors enable FinTech: 

- web-based devices, 

- familiarity with the internet, 

- network effects and economies of scale, 

- broadband connection expansion, 

- the potential for automation and standardization, 

- the readiness to adapt and flexibility of established providers. 

Additional factors given by Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn (2016, 10) are rising customer 

expectations for more personalised and digital experiences, increased access to funding, 

reduced barriers to entry and the fact that the space has been ripe for FinTechs in large part 

due to traditional firms leaving a gap of unmet customer needs. These unmet customer needs 

are especially present among younger generations entering the market and expecting the same 

level of service and innovation that they get from the American GAFA (Google, Apple, 

Facebook, and Amazon) or Asian BATX (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and Xiaomi) companies 

(PwC 2017, 16). These companies have raised the level of customer expectations by 

delivering superior personalised and digital customer interactions inspired by the digital 
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interfaces they encounter in their day-to-day lives (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 11). 

Customers have started demanding similar levels of experience from their financial firms 

(Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 11). An important factor comes from the fact that 

FinTechs have recognised the inherent value of financial data (Skan, Dickerson and Gagliardi 

2016, 8). 

Whenever we talk about implementation of novelties affecting such an important part of 

society like the financial industry, it is necessary to address key challenges that positively or 

negatively influence the adoption and scalability. The same goes for detecting and minimising 

risks. Definitely, FinTech with its disruptive influence on the FSI requires detailed analysing 

and deep understanding, which will at the end determine the destiny of the FinTech adoption 

and scaling, crucially necessary for its long-term survival. To cover this topic, we have 

included key dependencies and key barriers which should be, according to Castilla-Rubio et 

al. (2016, 33), analysed and managed for successful adoption of FinTech. Let us start with six 

key dependencies according to Castilla-Rubio et al. (2016, 33-35): 

- the need for industry-wide standards and network interoperability, 

- system and process integration challenge across institutional borders, 

- system-wide coordination barriers on protocols, regulations and technology, 

- high cost of migrating away from IT infrastructure legacy, 

- broadband connectivity requirements, 

- enabling (pseudo)-anonymity as critical requirement for many processes in the financial 

system. 

Castilla-Rubio et al. (2016, 35-38) define the following key barriers that need to be resolved 

whether we want to reach successful adoption of FinTech: 

- regulatory barriers, 

- high energy bitcoin network cost (mining operations are currently estimated to be as large 

as Ireland’s total yearly electricity consumption - the bitcoin network is small relative to 

the size of the financial system and the real economy globally), 

- scalability of blockchain and technology robustness (the bitcoin network’s original block 

size limit of 1 MB is limiting for financial system scale applications, current processing 

time of bitcoin transactions takes ten minutes on average and currently we have ten 

transactions per second versus Visa’s 40,000 transactions per second), 

- operational transition risks, 

- immutability barriers (blockchain transactions are considered immutable, so cancelling or 

correcting a transaction is not possible), 

- incumbent business model risks, 

- security, privacy and resilience to cyber-attacks, 

- cost sharing across networks, 

- governance of the network, 

- legality of smart contracts. 
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According to Castilla-Rubio et al. (2016, 39-41), we also have to take into account some of 

potentially unplanned consequences of introducing FinTech: 

- cashless society provides backdoors to privacy and control, 

- granular risk assessment may make high risk communities uninsurable as insurers will 

gain more granular risk assessment of micro-segments, 

- blockchain’s immutability and how to assure the ‘Right to Forget’, 

- AI-driven automation can cause significant unemployment, 

- accelerating regulatory knowledge gaps in a technocentric world. 
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3 FINTECH EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES 

There are many examples of technologies which play a significant role in disrupting the 

financial industry. Many of them are not new. This chapter comprises descriptions of most 

relevant emerging FinTech technologies which might revolutionise the future development of 

the financial services industry. 

Here are the technologies which will be emerging over the next few years, according to Rung 

et al. (2015, 9): 

- distributed ledgers or blockchain enabling real-time, fully automated banking operations 

for transactions of all kinds, 

- technologies related to data analytics, i.e. artificial intelligence with machine earning, and 

- Internet of Things. 

A chapter on Open APIs was additionally added, since this is one of the technologies that will 

have most significant influence on financial services industry, especially on the banking 

sector in Europe due to Open Banking initiative coming from PSD2. 

3.1 Blockchain or distributed ledger technology 

Citigroup (2016, 89) defines a blockchain as distributed ledger database that uses a 

cryptographic network to provide a single source of truth. This way, it allows untrusting 

parties with common interests to co-create a permanent, unchangeable, and transparent record 

of exchange and processing without relying on a central authority (Citigroup 2016, 89). 

Blockchain is a type of database that takes a number of records and puts them in a block. Each 

block is then ‘chained’ to the next block, using a cryptographic signature - this allows 

blockchains to be used like a ledger, which can be shared and corroborated by anyone with 

the appropriate permissions (UK Government Science Office 2016, after Castilla-Rubio et al. 

2016, 51). 

According to Castilla-Rubio et al. (2016, 54), ledgers are used to record assets such as money. 

Any changes to a distributed ledger are reflected in all copies in minutes, and the security and 

accuracy of these assets are maintained cryptographically (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 54). 

Because virtually any type of information can be digitised and placed onto a blockchain, 

theoretically any information of value could be transferred in the blockchain world (Citigroup 

2016, 91). 
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Figure 2: Ledger types 

Source: Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 54. 

There are many ways to corroborate the accuracy of a ledger, but they are broadly known as 

consensus; if participants in that process are preselected, the ledger is permissioned, and if the 

process is open to everyone, the ledger is un-permissioned (UK Government Science Office 

2016, after Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 51). The purpose of an un-permissioned ledger is to 

allow anyone to contribute data to the ledger and for everyone in possession of the ledger to 

have identical copies (UK Government Science Office 2016, after Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 

51). On the other side, permissioned ledgers may have one or many owners. When a new 

record is added, the ledger’s integrity is checked by a limited consensus process, and this is 

carried out by trusted actors which makes maintaining a shared record much simpler than the 

consensus process used by un-permissioned ledgers (UK Government Science Office 2016, 

after Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 51). 

Blockchain’s programmability makes it suitable for smart contracts, which are contracts that 

are execute, once pre-agreed conditions are met (Citigroup 2016, 91). Smart contracts are 

contracts of which terms are recorded in a computer language instead of legal language and 

can be automatically executed by a computing system which brings many potential benefits 

including low contracting, enforcement and compliance costs, and for contracting numerous 

low-value transactions (UK Government Science Office 2016, after Castilla-Rubio et al. 

2016, 52). 
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From the perspective of a financial services institution, according to Capgemini, Efma and 

LinkedIn (2016, 36), blockchain eliminates the need for financial institutions to serve as 

trusted intermediaries and custodians in exchange of value. In the next three to five years, 

PwC (2016a, 13) sees that transaction volumes and the associated profit pools will be shifting 

from intermediaries toward the owners of new highly efficient blockchain platforms. 

According to Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn (2016, 30) blockchain technology can bring a 

number of benefits to the financial services industry, as follows: 

- a simplified ecosystem via a common ledger: a single common ledger can be utilised to 

share the transaction information across multiple intermediaries. Castilla-Rubio et al. 

(2016, 45) claim that blockchain can transform today’s complex and costly messaging 

infrastructure that triggers a series of steps across multiple institutions: recording, 

clearing, settling, reconciling, etc. into a digital bearing instrument in a single step 

network; 

- security from fraud and tampering of records: since all the transactions have to be 

authorised by validators or miners, and each record has a reference to a previous record, 

transactions cannot easily be forged or tampered, which makes a blockchain a very secure 

database; 

- decentralised and transparent operations: since a blockchain is a decentralised system and 

transactions can be monitored in real-time, it significantly boosts the transparency; 

- increased speed: due to streamlined operations, accounts of all the parties are updated 

simultaneously, unlike in traditional solutions that require batch processing or post-

transaction reconciliations, and 

- low cost of operations: the data is digitally distributed among all participants in a 

common format. 

Citigroup (2016, 95) add the following benefits of blockchain: 

- capital release - blockchain could be used to shorten the settlement cycle and 

subsequently can free up the capital by reducing the size of the balance sheet, 

- reduced operational risk due to fewer trade fails, 

- reduced counterparty risk from shorter exposure, 

- decreased clearing capital requirements, and 

- increased global settlement harmonization. 

There are numerous potential applications of the blockchain in banking (Capgemini, Efma 

and LinkedIn 2016, 30). Some of the most relevant cases are (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 

2016, 30): 

- enhanced transfers of digital assets, 

- clearing & settlements in payments, 

- simplified and faster cross-border payments, 

- improved management of reward and loyalty solutions, 
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- improved management of various capital markets assets (private securities, bonds, swaps, 

and OTC derivatives), 

- identity management, 

- notarisation services, 

- letter of credit processing, 

- post-trade processing services and settlement, and 

- automation of claims processing. 

However, there are also considerable negatives associated with the blockchain (Citigroup 

2016, 89): 

- lack of scale: high marginal costs relatively to existing systems due to the lack of scale 

and network effect; 

- technology is not mature and lacks the robustness of existing payment systems; 

- there is no common protocol that participants could agree on; 

- a distributed ledger system is costlier to operate due to higher computation power 

requirements; 

- without an intermediary, a super majority is required to reach consensus for confirming 

the transactions, the design of consensus mechanism affects transactions speed. 

At this point, we need to say that most of the negative aspects come from the fact that 

blockchain technology is a relatively new technology which still requires incredible amount 

of research and testing. There are many FinTechs working on blockchain technology in order 

to address and overcome all the negative aspects as they see incredible potential of the 

benefits. 

As part of the thesis, we also have to mention that bitcoin as one of the cryptocurrencies. The 

father of bitcoins, Satoshi Nakamoto, claims that bitcoin is a system of purely peer-to-peer 

electronic cash, which could be sent to anybody without needing a bank’s permission 

(Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 53). Bitcoin is digital cash issued by a decentralised network of 

computers following a set of protocols and because these networks rely heavily on 

cryptography, bitcoin is named as a cryptocurrency (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 54). 

According to Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn (2016, 31) bitcoin is one of the most important 

applications of blockchain technology (and its starting point), stored in digital wallets and 

used for transactions similar to bank accounts. Bitcoins have made transactions (especially 

international remittances) cheaper, as there are no intermediaries (Capgemini, Efma and 

LinkedIn 2016, 31). As the scalability and privacy of bitcoin transactions increases and costs 

come down, bitcoins have the potential to cause huge disruption in how financial transactions 

(especially micropayments) will be made in the future (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 

31). 
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3.2 Machine learning and artificial intelligence 

ML and AI are the uses of advanced computer science to recognise patterns in data and 

turning that data into knowledge (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 55). ML can provide the insight 

with which humans usually cannot deal with efficiently and in a timely fashion, since 

machines can produce insights in real time against datasets of staggering size and complexity 

(Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 55). Machine learning is a subcategory of AI and may be defined 

as a method of designing a sequence of actions to solve a problem, known as algorithms, 

which then optimise automatically through experience and with limited or no human 

intervention (FSB 2017, 4). AI is a system that can perceive the world around it, analyse and 

understand the information it receives, take actions based on that understanding, and improve 

its own performance by learning from what have happened (Jubraj, Graham and Ryan 2018, 

3). 

Increased usage of ML is enabled especially by vast increase in the computational power of 

modern computers and cloud computing architecture which can be used for organisation and 

analysing (FSB 2017, 5) and the explosion in the availability of petabytes of data from sensor 

network sources (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 55). 

There are several categories of machine learning algorithms according to FSB (2017, 5), and 

they vary according to the level of human intervention required in labelling the data: 

- supervised learning where the algorithm is fed with a set of training data that contains 

labels on some portion of observations. The algorithm will learn a general rule of 

classification and it will use it to predict the labels for the remaining observations in the 

data set; 

- unsupervised learning refers to situations where the data provided to the algorithm do not 

contain labels, the algorithm is asked to detect patterns in the data by identifying clusters 

of observations that depend on similar characteristics; 

- reinforcement learning falls in between supervised and unsupervised learning, the 

algorithm is fed with an unlabelled set of data, chooses an action for each data point, and 

receives feedback (perhaps from a human) that helps the algorithm learn. 

- deep learning uses algorithms that work in layers inspired by the structure and function 

of the brain. Deep learning is important for image recognition and NLP, which allows 

computers to read and produce written text or, when combined with voice recognition, to 

read and produce spoken language. 

ML can be applied for different purposes in the banking sector. According to FSB, we 

distinguish customer-focused (2017, 11) and operations-focused use cases (2017, 15). In the 

first group according to FSB (2017, 11) the following use cases are defined: 

- credit scoring where large-scale client data are fed into new algorithms to assess credit 

quality and price loan contracts, 

- insurance where data can help assess risks for selling and pricing insurance policies, 
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- client-facing chatbots or virtual assistance programs where client interactions are carried 

out together with AI interfaces that interact with users in natural language. Chatbots use 

NLP to interact with clients in natural language by text or voice and use ML algorithms 

to improve over time (FSB 2017, 14). 

ML operations-focused (or back-office) use cases are related to capital optimisation or the 

maximisation of profits by banks, model risk management and stress testing and market 

impact analysis (FSB 2017, 15). AI and ML techniques are very active areas of research and 

development for asset managers and trading firms (FSB 2017, 18), and can also be used as 

tools for regulatory compliance, regulatory reporting and data quality, monetary policy, 

systemic risk analysis, surveillance and fraud detection (FSB 2017, 18-19). As hyper 

connectivity accelerates and more business moves over to digital channels, the risk of fraud, 

hacking, data compromise and other cyber-vulnerabilities will continue to grow (PwC 2016a, 

21). In such cases, AI with methods like predictive analytics and location data from 

customers’ smart phones and wearables can be used (PwC 2016a, 21). 

ML and AI applications are in retail commerce a segment used to analyse consumer 

behaviour and to optimise everything from inventory management to shelf layout (Castilla-

Rubio et al. 2016, 55). Some platform operators can predict the needs of their customers so 

accurately that they can appeal to consumers with personalised offers, which they would very 

probably order anyway given their purchasing behaviour to date (Dapp 2014, 19). The new 

competitors in banking do know how to make good use of modern data analysis methods and 

numerous, especially personal, datasets to individualise certain financial services digitally in 

such a way that they can be of greater benefit to customers and try to anticipate what their 

customers want, and send them personalised offers (Dapp 2014, 26). 

ML and AI are replacing cognitive-intensive work rather than just manual labour (Castilla-

Rubio et al. 2016, 55). The consequence will be a direct impact on the economy and on the 

employment of the future (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 55). In the wave of automation and AI 

emerging in the next few years, the machines will do up to 10 to 25% of work across bank 

functions, which will increase capacity and free employees to focus on higher-value tasks and 

projects (Berruti, Ross and Weinberg 2017). 

Interesting application of ML and AI in the financial services industry are robo-advisors. 

These are algorithms built to calibrate a financial portfolio of a customer following their goals 

and risk tolerance when entering their goals, age, income, and current financial assets 

(Faggella 2018). The advisor then spreads investments across asset classes and financial 

instruments in order to reach the user’s goals (Faggella 2018). The system then calibrates to 

changes in the user’s goals and to real-time changes in the market, always aiming to find the 

best fit for the user’s original goals (Faggella 2018). With minimal human intervention, robo-

advisors can enable investment services at lower cost to a mass market (Capgemini, Efma and 

LinkedIn 2016, 27). They have gained significant traction with millennial consumers who do 
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not need any physical advisor to feel comfortable investing, and who are less able to validate 

the fees paid to human advisors (Faggella 2018). 

3.3 Internet of Things 

IoT refers to the proliferation of physical objects that contain sensors, software and the ability 

to communicate (PwC 2016a, 23). Oliver Wyman, Anthemis Group and Santander 

Innoventures (2015, 6) describe the IoT as widespread embedding of sensory and wireless 

technology within objects giving them the ability to transmit data about themselves: their 

identity, condition and environment. Device sensors measure conditions such as temperature, 

position, vibration, speed, weight, heart rate, and other variables in the three-dimensional, 

physical world, and this information is then transmitted to other systems and devices in a 

responsive interactive conversation (Centric Digital 2017). 

Although the IoT can be conceived of billions of devices transmitting tiny amounts of data, 

value will be generated from aggregating and analysing large quantities of it (Walport 2014, 

19). IoT and AI will enable the animation of the physical world bringing the physical and 

natural assets, machines, physical and natural infrastructures to life interacting with each other 

by sensing and responding to each in real time (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 24). Over time, the 

IoT will enable data to flow from any physical asset manufactured, sold or used in the real 

economy (Robins and Zadek 2016, 44). 

IoT is made up of hardware technologies consisting of the connected devices (from simple 

sensors to smartphones and wearable devices), the networks that link them (4G Long-Term 

Evolution, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) and software components including data storage platforms 

and analytics programs that present information to users (Walport 2014, 13). 

According to Eckenrode (2015), IoT creates value from information through so-called 

information value loop consisting from the following stages: 

- an act is monitored by a sensor that creates information, 

- this information passes through a network to be aggregated across time and space, 

- intelligence analyses the information, 

- behaviour technologies either enable automated autonomous action or shape human 

decisions. 

Collecting complex and valuable data would not be possible without economically viable 

sensors, controllers and transmitters, which are small enough and powerful (Walport 2014, 

14). Important factors for the adoption of IoT are also wider network availability and 

increased capacity (Walport 2014, 15). We should also not forget improved data management 

and storage with the rise of open-source software, commoditised hardware and cloud-based 
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data storage, which made it simpler to keep and organise much larger datasets (Walport 2014, 

16). 

We need to take into account that customer preferences change very fast, that is why banks 

see IoT as tool to gather more data about customers, their behaviour and preferences as these 

data help banks understand their customers better and offer them more interesting and 

personalised experience (Cleveroad 2018). 

IoT can collect data about financial transactions made by customers, which will improve the 

security level and prevent fraud (Cleveroad 2018). The combination of sensors and software 

facilitates and increases the development of invisible payments and other main financial 

procedures using wearables (Cleveroad 2018). With this, IoT in the finance industry can 

create an ecosystem for optimisation and acceleration of payment process. 

IoT can help cutting costs in trade finance, which is a complex process where number of 

manual physical checks must be carried out in order to verify the legitimacy of a client, its 

trading partners and the goods that change hand (Oliver Wyman, Anthemis Group and 

Santander Innoventures 2015, 8). All these steps are causing high costs of this process, which 

is restricting the access to trade finance for smaller businesses and businesses in developing 

economies (Oliver Wyman, Anthemis Group and Santander Innoventures 2015, 8). IoT, 

combined with the distributed ledger and smart contracts, will dramatically reduce these costs 

with streamlining the trade finance process with real-time access to trade data, eliminating the 

need for manual checks, paper documentation, and all this will enable digitised smart 

contracts to be verified instantaneously (Oliver Wyman, Anthemis Group and Santander 

Innoventures 2015, 8). 

With IoT also the following risks are connected, according to Cleveroad (2018): 

- privacy and security, since IoT is the whole network of devices and various software, so 

the risk of hacking is increasing exponentially, 

- no common standards between different devices related to maintenance, 

- complexity of the system, and 

- higher unemployment rate as IoT helps automate working processes. 

Banks and insurance companies in particular already struggle with the vast pools of data 

within their legacy systems, and without exercising more discipline toward the specific data 

they want to capture, the potential flood of fresh information may overwhelm them 

(Eckenrode 2015). To fully take advantage of this data, banks will need IT that can ingest and 

analyse unstructured data from a variety of sources, and they will need powerful computing 

technology with machine learning capabilities to detect patterns and trends within these data 

(Goldstein 2017). 
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3.4 Open APIs 

APIs are standardised sets of requirements that govern how one software application can talk 

to another (EBA 2016, 7). We can understand APIs as intelligent conduit that allows for the 

flow of data between systems in a controlled yet seamless fashion (Brodsky and Oakes 2017). 

APIs are software intermediaries that allow programmes to connect and interact, expose 

specific functionality, while protecting the rest of the application (McWaters, Jesse and 

Galaski 2017, 87). This is the reason why this technology is so appropriate for banks since it 

allows to integrate with third parties and, if necessary, it is appropriate for developing 

platform models of banking (McWaters, Jesse and Galaski 2017, 87). API's specific software 

architecture revolves around the view that interfaces should be scalable, reusable and secure, 

while offering ease of use for developers through self-service (EBA 2016, 7). Consequently, 

APIs hold the promise to reduce cost and time of interfacing between systems, allowing 

faster, cheaper and better innovation on a larger scale (EBA 2016, 7). 

The first company that started using APIs for partnering was eBay as a pioneer in sharing its 

APIs with approved partners who could then build out an eBay-centric ecosystem (Brodsky 

and Oakes 2017). Later on, Facebook and Google Maps leveraged APIs to greatly expand the 

reach of their services by enlisting developers motivated to find innovative uses (Brodsky and 

Oakes 2017). A key factor to bear in mind is that APIs can be open or proprietary, where a 

company with the scale of Apple or Google can likely issue a set of APIs with a standard set 

of terms and conditions to which partners will elect to comply (Brodsky and Oakes 2017). 

Firms with less leverage may face the prospect of separate, administratively onerous 

negotiations with a long list of potential partners (Brodsky and Oakes 2017). Outside of the 

banking industry, companies with a digital focus (e.g. Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, 

Salesforce, and Twitter) could not have grown so fast in the past decade without the business 

accelerating capabilities of APIs (EBA 2016, 4). 

If APIs can also be accessed by third parties outside of the organisational boundaries, they are 

referred to as Open APIs (EBA 2016, 7). In case of the banking system, this does not mean 

that every third party can access a system at their discretion, since there will always be some 

form of control in order to preserve security, privacy and contractual conditions (EBA 2016, 

7). Depending on API openness, we differ from three types of APIs, according to Brodsky 

and Oakes (2017): 

- private/internal APIs used by developers within their enterprise for cost reduction, 

operational efficiency and enhanced security, 

- partner/B2B APIs used by business partners for tighter partner integration in order to 

enable cost reduction, API monetisation and enhanced security, 

- public/open APIs used by external partners and developers who build innovative apps 

and products; the purpose is in creating innovation through engaging developer 

community and extending the market reach. 
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EBA (2016, 8) in addition defines the following two API types: 

- member APIs - they are open to everyone who is a formal member of a community with a 

well-defined set of membership rules and regulation (future PSD2-mandated Account 

Information and Payment Initiation Services fall in this category since only authorised or 

registered Third Party Providers (TPPs) can obtain access); 

- acquaintance APIs - they are open to everyone complying with a predefined set of 

requirements (e.g. developer portals distribute this type of APIs). 

According to EBA (2016, 7), API technical standards typically consist of: 

- data transmission - the way the data are transmitted securely (e.g. HTTP/HTTPS), 

- data exchange - the format of the exchanged data (e.g. XML and JSON), 

- data access - who gets access to which data and how this is achieved, 

- API design. 

Most digital market participants have found out that using APIs in opening up systems is 

essential for driving traffic, co-creating end-customer value in the ecosystem, and for sharing 

the burden and benefits among the parties involved (EBA 2016, 8). Value co-creation through 

APIs can be categorised, as follows (EBA 2016, 8-9): 

- APIs enable third parties to build applications on top of the platform (i.e. Facebook, 

Amazon, eBay, PayPal, Twitter, and Google where developers can reuse existing 

functionality or use data sources to enrich their own applications); 

- APIs also enable social sharing for marketing purposes (e.g. Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn 

and Facebook), which enables sending photos, videos, product recommendations and 

website links to contacts within a social network; 

- APIs help to syndicate products and services across different platforms (e.g. eBay and 

Google) when multiple market participants work together to co-create and provide a 

service to a customer. 

The following Open APIs opportunities, as defined by Chiodi (2017), are important for banks: 

- banks can become more agile by adopting a more modular and reusable system design; 

- a positive effect on business development because partner collaboration can potentially 

be executed faster and more effectively; 

- the open nature of APIs could foster creativity, increase the innovation, and give 

developers the ability to build something unique; 

- Open API platform can be used as a way to increase brand awareness through sharing of 

APIs - the brand could be used in many different, potentially new contexts; 

- APIs allow to be expanded into markets they may never have previously considered. 

According to Das (2017), Open APIs can give the banks the API monetisation where 

successful and frequent usage of Open APIs will bring new monetisation opportunities out 

from the data exposed through APIs. On the other side, a range of various third parties will 

have an opportunity to develop their own services using the banks’ data (Das 2017). 
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In banking, APIs can be the pivots used for interfacing between a product and its distribution, 

which enables banks to decouple these functions, and the combination of decoupling and 

opening up allows banks to play different roles in the financial value chain in terms of 

offering products and distributing them (EBA 2016, 16). 

 

Figure 3: APIs as the pivot between products and distribution 

Source: EBA 2016, 16. 

Based on the information who is creating the products and how they are distributed we 

distinguish four generic roles of banks in the financial value chain (EBA 2016, 16-20): 

 

Figure 4: Potential roles in the digital chain value 

Source: EBA 2016, 17. 

- bank as an integrator: in this role, bank’s offering to the customer is exclusively created 

and distributed by a single party. As a result of this, distribution and products are 

provided under one brand and customer experience is fully controlled by the bank; 

- bank as a producer: in this role, a bank creates a service, while an external party (e.g. 

traditional channels or FinTechs) distributes the service to the customer; 

- bank as a distributor: in this role, a bank offers third-party products through its own 

distribution channels. According to PSD2 provisions, banks could extend their role as 

distributors to become third party providers themselves, when offering account 
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aggregation and payment initiation services of payment accounts held at one or more 

other banks or FinTechs; 

- bank as a platform: in this role, a bank facilitates the business of others by acting as an 

intermediary. The bank does not act as a provider or distributor, but merely as a facilitator 

for third parties and their customers. 

When it comes to using APIs for opening banks and their data, there are three challenges 

particularly important, which need to be carefully analysed (EBA 2016, 22-23): 

- risk of disintermediation by third parties - opening up comes with the risk of accelerated 

disintermediation of the bank’s role This could lead to a partial loss of the client 

relationship; 

- risk to reputation and trusted brand as opening up comes with security-related challenges 

(fraudulent third parties, digital intrusion, impersonation, illicit use of data and customer 

privacy concerns); 

- transformational challenges - on the technical side, banks face the challenge of providing 

the API functionality to third parties while maintaining their current operational 

standards. 

Chiodi (2017) adds the following two challenges when it comes to opening banks with APIs: 

- Enabling API access requires significant investment in application service governance 

and API management. This may be particularly challenging for banks with long history 

of mergers and acquisitions, or are burdened by legacy infrastructure inherited from pre-

digital era; 

- The lack of standards (authentication, encryption and protocols). 

Open APIs are the main fundament for enabling Open Banking, which can be defined as a 

collaborative model where banking data are shared through APIs between two or more 

unaffiliated parties to deliver enhanced capabilities to the marketplace (Brodsky and Oakes 

2017). Banks hold the keys to the vault in terms of rich transaction data as well as trusted 

client relationships (Brodsky and Oakes 2017). Banks see opening of these data flows more as 

a threat than an opportunity (Brodsky and Oakes 2017). 

While it seems unavoidable that Open Banking will result in the sacrifice to some degree of 

control, banks will gain the offsetting benefit of participating in larger profit pools (Brodsky 

and Oakes 2017). On the other hand, banks will need to address the potential loss of revenue 

from the existing payments revenue streams resulting from the lowered barriers to 

competition (Brodsky and Oakes 2017). 

Open Banking was in a way initiated by regulators in a number of jurisdictions, which have 

begun mandating that banks should share data and access with third-party organisations via 

Open APIs. These Open Banking standards, such as PSD2 in Europe, are expected to weaken 
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banks’ control over customer data and allow customers much greater control over third-party 

access to their account (McWaters, Jesse and Galaski 2017, 87). 

PSD2 mandates the banks to make customer transaction data available to authorised third-

party service providers known as AISPs that will seek to use it for commercial purposes 

(Walker and Evans 2016, 6). The intention is to provide AISPs and other banks with a defined 

level of data to encourage competition, increase product innovation and improve customer 

service (Walker and Evans 2016, 6). 

Additionally, according to PSD2, banks will have to allow their customers to use an 

alternative payment mechanisms by PISPs linked directly to their bank accounts, which could 

result in the disintermediation of existing card networks and their associated merchant service 

fees (Walker and Evans 2016, 6). This is good news for merchants because it should result in 

a reduction in absolute fees for customers who choose PISP-initiated payment rather than one 

made by debit or credit card (Walker and Evans 2016, 6). Merchants will also benefit from 

the removal of liquidity risk within the transaction and the faster clearance of funds from the 

customer (Walker and Evans 2016, 6). Consequently, banks’ current revenue levels from 

payment transactions will be under great threat as new entrants offer PISP services (Walker 

and Evans 2016, 6). PSD2 presents a simplified payments value chain in which the card 

network can be disintermediated (Walker and Evans 2016, 14). 

 

Figure 5: Impact of PSD2 on payment flows 

Source: Walker and Evans 2016, 12. 

According to Walker and Evans (2016, 16-17), PSD2 will enable new entrants to participate 

in the financial services industry, as follows: 
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- Challenger banks with a customer-focused model that connects the customers to their 

own products and services, as well as relevant third-party products and services. Since 

their banking platforms and business models are API first, they operate more like 

FinTechs than traditional banks; 

- FinTechs firms specialised in a particular bank product or service, but they leverage a 

model that is more transparent and generally less costly to the customer; 

- Technology giants such as Facebook, Apple, Google and Samsung, will be interested in 

leveraging financial information available via Open APIs in a PSD2 world to join them 

with their own customer data, refine their marketing strategies, expand their product 

service offerings and increase their brand presence; 

- Non-financial service sectors with retail customers, such as utility companies, may 

expand into offering financial products and services traditionally reserved for banks as a 

way to increase revenues and enhance monetisation of their existing customer data sets; 

- Aggregators will take advantage of both PISP and AISP aspects of PSD2 legislation to 

develop services such as personal financial management tools applications based on 

aggregation of multiple account balances across EU-based banks providing customers 

with access to a consolidated view of their overall financial status; 

- Payment service providers and schemes will see a reduction in revenues from a lower 

volume of card transactions, so they will all look seriously at becoming a PISP and/or 

AISP; 

- ERP providers in the SME market will further strengthen their relationship with their 

customers by providing new products and services tailored for clients regarding tax 

advice, cash management and forecasting activities. 
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4 FINTECH AND BANKS 

This chapter focuses on strengths and weaknesses of banks and FinTech, and how can they 

help each other. Only with understanding weaknesses of both sides, we can come up with 

some solutions to overcome them. As we have found out, banks and FinTech are perfect 

partners, since strengths of one partner can reduce weaknesses of the other one. 

4.1 Banks and their strategic position 

Banks remain uniquely and systemically important to the economy. They are highly regulated 

institutions and persistently hold their monopoly on credit issuance and risk-taking (Dietz et 

al. 2015, 3). They are the main repository for deposits that customers largely identify with 

their primary financial relationship, and they continue to be the gateways to the world’s 

largest payment systems (Dietz et al. 2015, 3). The role of financial institutions within a 

system is primarily to intermediate between those that provide funds and those that need 

funds. This typically involves transforming and managing risks (Castilla-Rubio et al. 2016, 

19). 

Sustainable development and stability are extremely important for banking. The global 

financial crisis demonstrated how important this is and how devastating the negative 

externalities of bank failure can be. Bank failures can easily spread across financial systems, 

invoking a full-blown systemic crisis with substantial costs for the global economy (Jakšič 

and Marinč 2017, 8). This is the reason, why banks need to understand what is happening 

around them, and come up with strategies how to respond to new challenges and competition 

in a manner which will not cause additional unintended consequences and damage. 

4.2 Banking customer segments and products disrupted by FinTech 

FinTech is disrupting banking across the whole industry in all its segments. In five major 

retail banking businesses - consumer finance, mortgages, lending to small and medium sized 

enterprises, retail payments and wealth management - from 10% to 40% of bank revenues 

could be at risk by 2025 (Dietz et al. 2015, 5). 

In the survey published by Dietz et al. (2015, 2) more than 350 FinTechs were analysed with 

the aim to determine in which banking customer segments and product areas FinTechs are the 

most active. The results in the table below show the ratio of FinTechs being present in a 

certain segment of banking products. 
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Table 2: Presence of FinTech according to customer segment and products 

 Account 
management 

Lending and 
financing 

Payments Financial assets, 
capital markets 

Retail 10% 14% 25% 13% 

Commercial 3% 9% 12% 4% 

Corporate 2% 1% 6% 2% 

Source: Dietz et al. 2015, 2. 

The above analysis shows that FinTechs are targeting the more lucrative retail-banking 

segment, which accounts for 52% of total banking industry revenues. The two greatest 

priorities outside payment transactions are retail lending (which has revenues twice as large as 

payment transactions does across all segments) and retail savings and investments (Bacso et 

al. 2015). Citi Research analysts estimate that Personal and SME banking account for about 

half of the banking industry's profit pool, and that over 70% of the FinTech investments to 

date have been in the Personal/SME business segments (Citigroup 2016, 7-8). 

FinTechs are entering retail segment’s payments with improvement of user experience. One 

of the reasons for this is that payments are less complex. However, FinTech originating 

payments are still in most cases in the background processed by traditional legacy systems in 

control of incumbents. 

4.3 Key strengths and weaknesses of banks and FinTechs 

Banks still have valuable strategic assets, which include superior scale and marketing power, 

greater access to capital and liquidity (Rung et al. 2015, 7). People still have more trust in 

banks to deal with their money, even if this trust has been eroding in some countries (Rung et 

al. 2015, 7). Banks also typically enjoy much larger customer bases than their FinTech 

competitors, have large quantities of historical data for risk management, and benefit from 

high regulatory barriers to entry (Rung et al. 2015, 7). The most valuable comparative 

advantages that a traditional bank offers include specific financial expertise (risk assessment, 

evaluation and management), discretion in handling client-specific (digital) data, as well as 

many years of experience of providing clients with a high standard of operational security 

(Dapp 2014, 29). Traditional banks have also experienced numerous external shocks and 

adapted their structures and processes, i.e. they have valuable crisis management expertise 

(Dapp 2014, 29). 

In contrast to the established banks, the technology-driven competitors often immediately 

gear their digital business models to the current market conditions and current customer 

preferences without having to perform cost-intensive revamps of outdated infrastructure or 

digital upgrading (Dapp 2014, 27-28). Reforming and restructuring in some cases outdated 
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infrastructure of traditional banks demand a lot of money, and also valuable time (Dapp 2014, 

28). This raises numerous issues concerning system architecture like compatibility, 

interoperability and the synchronisation of processes, organisational structures, systems 

(hardware and software) as well as data (Dapp 2014, 33). 

Banks are also faced with double running of operating expenses from an increase in new 

development expenses and running of legacy systems/processes, resulting in a near term 

higher cost level for banks (Citigroup 2016, 85). It is estimated that IT expenses of global 

banks in 2015 were close to $200 billion (this is ten times the total capital deployed into 

FinTech industry in 2015) and that IT accounts for 10-15% of the bank’s total expenses 

(Citigroup 2016, 85). Over 70% of the IT expenses are maintenance-related to support the 

running of the existing legacy system, and only around $50 billion invested in 2015 globally 

were spent on new developments - that’s only 2.5 times the level of total FinTech investments 

in the same year (Citigroup 2016, 86). 

Some experts believe FinTechs do not have the ability to scale or maintain a value proposition 

that cannot easily be replicated by traditional firms (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 

23). FinTechs also lack the capital of large financial institutions and face uncertainty in 

venture capital funding, and they lack the experience in dealing with regulators (Capgemini, 

Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 23). FinTech start-ups must still build the most important assets of 

any business from scratch; these are the existing customers of banks (Dietz et al. 2015, 5). 

Branches remain the most important channel for client acquisition, despite the digital 

onboarding solutions (Citigroup 2016, 77). That is precisely the reason why some challenger 

banks are opening up branches to increase market share to reach critical mass (Citigroup 

2016, 77). 

The survey conducted by EIU (2015, 8) was focused on self-assessment by FinTechs in terms 

of strengths and weaknesses in competition against the banks. The facts from the survey 

helping FinTechs to compete against banks are the following (EIU 2015, 8): 

- focus on limited product set, 

- absence of legacy systems, 

- agility and speed to market, 

- capacity to innovate, 

- technology expertise, 

- less regulatory pressure, 

- ability to improve current products, 

- superior customer experience, 

- scalable and flexible technology, and 

- proprietary applications and algorithms. 

On other side, we have self-assessment facts for which FinTechs believe they are weakening 

them in competition against banks (EIU 2015, 8): 
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- lack of experience in risk management, 

- lack of investment capital, 

- inexperienced leadership, 

- lack of customer trust, 

- need to build customer base, 

- inexperience with regulatory compliance, 

- danger of security breaches, 

- do not carry full line of banking products. 

4.4 Suggested response to the disruption of FinTech 

Over the long-term, financial institutions will have to make some fundamental changes, e.g. to 

become more agile with shortening their planning and delivery cycles, to manage the business 

from the “inside out” with their own needs in mind, and to change the way they approach to 

innovation (PwC 2016b, 3). According to Rung et al. (2015, 17), banks can decide on the 

following strategies depending on commitment how to develop innovative capabilities: 

- internal investment into employees and business unit, 

- acquisitions in form of investments to purchase established innovative players, and 

- partnership where banks engage in large scale partnerships with large new entrants from 

other industries and FinTechs. 

To benefit from new technologies and innovative business models, PwC (2016a, 28-44) 

recommends banks to focus on six key priorities which are presented in the following 

paragraphs. 

Update IT department operating model. 

It is expected from IT to understand and to be more involved in dealing with business issues 

and help the broader organisation achieve their goals by reshaping the brand, creating new 

markets, and outperforming rivals. 

Lower costs by simplifying legacy systems, adopt aggressive SaaS based model and adopt 

robotics/AI. 

Banks need selective decommission legacy systems and integration infrastructure. They will 

also need to develop new capabilities that run in parallel, in combination with new 

technologies, e.g. blockchains. Additionally, banks have access to an unprecedented amount 

of data for which enterprise architects see the cloud as a way to access actionable customer 

information on a large scale, providing insights across geographies, brands and products by 

breaking down data silos across customer channels and marketing service providers. When it 
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comes to robotics and AI, more than half of the activities for which people are paid to perform 

can be automated by adopting advanced robotics and AI. 

Build technology capabilities to get more intelligence about customer needs. 

Customer intelligence and the ability to act in real-time on that intelligence are one of the key 

trends. Companies will change the way they interact with their customers based on the context 

of the exchange. This will require integration of massive amounts of situational data from 

smartphones, sensors, wearables - everything in (or near) real-time. AI has here a huge 

potential because of its ability to learn and adapt. For banks, it is critical to have a clear 

strategy of the role of AI and of the checks and balances to monitor the systems. AI and data 

analytics together can help financial institutions understand their customers more. These new 

tools provide access to rich, compelling and personal service to customers. 

Prepare architecture to connect to anything, anywhere. 

Everything today relies on rapid transmission and assimilation of data. To stay cost-

competitive, and to have the flexibility that innovation requires, financial institutions will 

need to update their infrastructure to make it more agile and responsive. Banks will need an 

architecture that can bend as requirements change and interact with data and systems that 

could be anywhere. Banks need to make an API plan, for nearly all financial institutions will 

provide external APIs in the future, especially the ones to facilitate e-commerce. 

Pay more attention to cyber-security. 

IoT presents some challenges, because many IoT devices do not support the implementation 

of strong security controls. These insecure interfaces, with billions of potentially vulnerable 

devices connected to a corporate network, can increase the security risk for critical data and 

infrastructure. Banks will need to make sure that systems and operations are designed to 

detect cyber-threats and respond to cyber-events, to limit any business disruption or financial 

losses. 

Access to the talent and skills necessary to execute and win. 

Banks do not have required knowledge and expertise, so consequently they need employees 

with a wide range of skills. Banks will need to revitalise recruitment, learning, development, 

partnering and cultural initiatives. Just as changing demographics is reshaping customer 

attitudes, we see them changing employee attitude as well. 
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4.5 Partnership as form of relation between banks and FinTech 

We have already presented the strengths and weaknesses typical for banks and FinTechs. We 

can clearly see what the one side is lacking and what the other side can provide. This is the 

reason why partnership with strong cooperation can be the most beneficial form of relation 

between banks and FinTech. By doing so, we can combine the strongest characteristics of 

both worlds and efficiently manage or even completely remove some of the risks in the 

financial services industry. 

Partnering with innovators will allow banks to outsource part of their R&D and bring 

solutions to market quickly (PwC 2017, 7). FinTech companies also benefit from these 

partnerships. In case they develop new theories and models, in order to test them, they need 

access to large datasets and a large customer base that incumbents already have (PwC 2017, 

7). Most incumbent banking organisations need FinTech advantages in order to switch from 

the old legacy operating systems and for a better understanding and implementation of today’s 

technologies (Marous 2015). 

When trying to build a real partnership between banks and FinTech, we can take the most 

pragmatic approach of combining weaknesses of the one partner with corresponding strengths 

of the other one. This approach was also used in the research conducted by the EIU (2015, 11) 

in which respondents from banking and FinTech sectors through self-assessment combined 

weaknesses of the one partner with the corresponding strengths of the second partner. Results 

are presented in Table 3 and Table 4. 

Table 3: Combining FinTech weaknesses with strengths of banks 

FinTech weaknesses Bank strengths 

Need to build customer base Existing customer base 

Lack of customer trust Reputation for trust and stability 

Inexperience with regulation Experience with regulation 

Limited line of products Full line of banking products 

Lack of investment capital Investment capital available 

Lack of experience in risk management Effective risk management programmes 

Source: EIU 2015, 10. 
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Table 4: Combining weaknesses of banks with FinTech strengths 

Bank weaknesses FinTech strengths 

Constrained by legacy technology Absence of legacy software /systems 

Lack of clear strategy and vision Capacity to innovate 

Culture not suited to rapid change Agility and speed to market 

Unable to recruit/retain tech talents Technology expertise  

Under regulatory pressure Less regulatory pressure 

Unwillingness to cannibalise products  Able to improve current products 

Source: EIU 2015, 11. 

In the research published by Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn (2016, 24), 76.7% of bank 

executives in FinTechs see an opportunity for partnership, which can allow traditional firms 

to leverage FinTech expertise without engaging in expensive in-house development. Another 

large segment of 53.7% of executives favours the idea of FinTech acquisition, an approach 

that gives traditional firms control over how to integrate new technology into its products and 

services (Capgemini, Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 24). Hardeep Walia, a participant of 

Capgemini’s research, expressed an interesting view on acquisitions where he warned that 

acquisitions could also fail and present a very expensive strategy for innovation, especially 

due to more regulations and restrictions in the financial services industry (Capgemini, Efma 

and LinkedIn 2016, 24). This makes for acquisitions a higher risk proposition (Capgemini, 

Efma and LinkedIn 2016, 24). This is a valid view, especially if we consider the difference 

between banks and FinTechs in the operating models, culture and level of required 

compliance. Joining these two worlds together can be demanding and time consuming. 

Presented results clearly indicate that banks and FinTechs have already realised that they need 

each other; either in form of partnerships or even in form of acquisitions. This approach 

probably poses higher risks mainly arising from placement of required investment capital and 

from the danger that FinTech innovation engine and agility would not survive “the collision” 

with the culture and operating models of traditional banks. 

4.6 New forms of banking 

New technologies and especially new business models have changed the concepts of how a 

bank as a financial services institution can be established, operated, how it creates its products 

and services, and how these are distributed to consumers. To fully understand new concepts 

of banking, we need to understand how the main functional components of traditional banks 

are positioned and linked among each other. A standard banking business model is according 

to Rung et al. (2015, 11-13) falling into three key macro components of banking activity, as 

follows: 
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- a front-end allowing customers to access products and services, which includes the 

customer interface (face-to-face processes, digital touch-points, apps and webpages) and, 

platform management and KYC/AML if products from multiple providers are offered; 

- a range of products and services (deposit accounts, payments, lending, wealth and asset 

management, insurance and business services) supported by risk and financial resource 

management activities, and 

- a back-end to manage customers’ money with IT & Operations infrastructure that enables 

provision of products & services, banking license and regulated deposit-based funding. 

 

Figure 6: Components of banking 

Source: Rung et al. 2015, 13. 

Currently, platformification of financial services presents an important research topic where 

banks try to predict how they could perform completely new roles, in case of being a pure 

platform even without creation and distribution of financial products & services. This new 

role comes in form of being facilitator between players creating financial products & services, 

and players that are responsible for distribution to costumers.  

Platformification could reduce the incumbents to provide back-end core processing services to 

FinTech firms that would own the front-end customer relationship (Capgemini, Efma in 

LinkedIn 2016, 36). When it comes to platforms and financial services, banks can decide for 

different approaches, based on the fact who stays in control and manages direct relationship 

with the client and who actually creates the banking products & services that are at the end 
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offered to customers. Based on the degree of cooperation with other players, Rung et al. 

(2015, 14) suggest that banks should adopt the business model archetypes as described below. 

The first archetype is banking as end-to-end provider where a bank provides end-to-end 

services, keeping customer-facing activities in-house. Innovation may be achieved through 

cooperation with partners in selected parts of product value chains; this model requires 

excellence across a broad range of offerings, so that customers want everything from one 

provider (Rung et al. 2015, 4). 

The second archetype is banking as a bank-led modular offering where a bank provides the 

core banking system and acts as a “service hub” for partners’ products and services where 

customer interface, platform integration and KYC/AML are managed by the bank, and a 

customer can select other providers’ offerings (Rung et al. 2015, 14). Customers are 

becoming increasingly demanding. Consequently, it will be challenging for each bank to 

satisfy all the customer needs. This archetype enables banks to enrich their product offerings 

with products developed by FinTechs and other players. By following this approach, 

customers can get one-point-shop where banking and relatable non-banking products are 

gathered (e.g. insurances, e-commerce, personal health, service and leisure). 

The third archetype is banking as a partner-led modular offering. It is the same as the second 

archetype only that the customer interface and platform management are handled by the 

bank’s partner, especially from another industry, taking advantage of its large customer base 

and distribution network (Rung et al. 2015, 14). Banking as a partner-led modular offering 

can be interesting choice for smaller banks trying to reach higher market share under the 

brand of a stronger player from other industry. Partner role in this case can also be played by 

banks, which are struggling with their legacy operating systems that are not supporting 

development of new products and services. There are several specialised providers that offer 

Banking-as-a-Service, some even together with banking license (e.g. solarisBank, Fidor Bank 

or Mambu in Germany). 
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5 EMPIRICAL PART OF THE THESIS 

For the empirical part of this thesis, the survey was conducted with the focus on the adoption 

of FinTech products and services. Some of the questions were taken from EY FinTech 

Adoption Index 2017 Survey focusing on the adoption of FinTech products and services 

among consumers on 20 different markets. The consulting company EY conducted the 

referenced survey in year 2017 with 22,535 online interviews with digitally active adults. 

The main motivation for using such approach was willingness to compare the results of both 

surveys and try to detect potential differences and finally explain the reasons for causing 

them. 

5.1 Process of conducting the survey 

The online survey questionnaire comprising ten questions was prepared in two languages 

(Slovenian and English) with the online survey tool www.1ka.si. 

EY surveyed the population drawn from a demographically representative sample of each 

market presenting general population. In our survey, we did not survey the democratically 

representative sample. Our survey questionnaire was distributed to respondents through: 

- social networks Facebook and LinkedIn, 

- co-working community at FinLeap, which is the biggest FinTech building ecosystem in 

Europe established in Berlin, Germany, and 

- co-working community at Halcom in Ljubljana, Slovenia, with subsidiaries in Belgrade, 

Serbia and in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Hercegovina (Halcom is SaaS digital banking 

provider to the banking sector). 

The survey questionnaire was active from June 4th to June 11th 2018. During this time frame, 

541 people accessed the survey questionnaire, 113 of them (almost 21%) were considered 

active respondents who answered at least one of the questions. The English version of the 

survey questionnaire used 66% of active respondents, and the remaining 34% of them 

provided their answers through questionnaire in the Slovene language. 

The survey questionnaire was accessed according to the detected IP locations from the 

following 30 countries: 

- 46.2% of cases from Slovenia, 

- 30.1% from Germany, 

- 6.4% from the USA, 

- 3% per country from Albania and Ireland, 

- 1.7% from UK, 

- 1.3% from Italy, 

- 1.1% from Austria, 
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- 0.6% per country from Poland, Serbia, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland, 

- 0.4% per country from Belgium, Croatia, India and Romania, and 

- 0.2% per country from Bosnia and Hercegovina, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, France, 

Greece, Georgia, Hungary, Israel, Kenya, Nigeria, the Netherlands and Uganda. 

5.2 Results of the survey 

The survey questionnaire included ten questions, three of them were focused on 

demographics, and the remaining seven were focused on banking, FinTech and digital 

services. For questions, where the comparison was made between our survey and EY’s 

survey, the results of our survey are marked as “Thesis 2018” and the results of EY’s survey 

are marked as “EY 2017” (the results collected in year 2017) and “EY 2015” (the results 

collected in year 2015, if they exist). 

5.2.1 Demographic breakdown 

As already stated, 113 respondents answered the survey. 107 of them revealed their gender; 

36% as female and 64% as male. A significant difference could be seen in the fact that both 

co-working communities are very technically-oriented environments with more male 

employees. As we can see in Figure 7, in case of EY survey the gender distribution is almost 

in balance with 49% male and 51% female respondents. 

 

Figure 7: Gender of respondents, comparison 

107 respondents answered the question about their age. Age distribution is shown in Figure 8. 

As we can see, 56% of the respondents fall in the group of 25 to 34 years of age, and 27% of 

the respondents are within the age group 35-44. The reason for significant majority of both 

age classes can be related to the age distribution within both co-working communities and to 
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the age of members of social network communities that were invited to participate. Age class 

up to 24 years accounts only for 3% of the respondents. On the other side, there are classes 

above 44 years of age, which represent in total 14% of all respondents revealing their age. 

 

Figure 8: Age of respondents 

The comparison of age distribution between both surveys is available in Figure 9. We can see 

that our survey shows an almost doubled number of the respondents in the age group of up to 

34 years of age, compared to the age group of 35-44. Compared to the EY survey, there was a 

significantly higher number of respondents in all age groups above 44 years of age in the EY 

survey. 

 

Figure 9: Age of respondents, comparison 

Respondents were also asked to specify their place of living. 107 respondents answered this 

question. The results are available in Figure 10. 81% of the respondents live in a capital or 
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other major city, 14% of them live in a medium-sized or small city, and only 5% of the 

respondents live in rural areas. The reason for such a convincing result of the first urban-

related option comes again from the social network and co-working members of communities 

that were invited to participate in the survey. They in the great majority live and work in 

Berlin, Germany and in Ljubljana, Slovenia. The EY survey had again a much more balanced 

distribution of the results; almost the same number of respondents live in capitals or big cities 

and in medium-sized and small cities. On the other side, the EY’s respondents from rural 

areas had more than four times higher presence in comparison with our survey. 

 

Figure 10: Place of living, comparison 

5.2.2 Type of banking 

The respondents of our survey were asked about the type of bank where their main account is 

opened (e.g. for receiving salary or any other income type). 113 respondents answered this 

question: 74% of them still used traditional banks, and 24% of them had their main account at 

mobile or digital banks without branches. Despite relatively high adoption of FinTech, as 

described in Chapter 5.2.4, the respondents had not used any new types of banks as their main 

bank by the time of the survey. The reasons for such a result lies in the fact that mobile banks 

and digital-only banks still do not offer a full range of banking services, especially more 

complex products which are due to the regulatory requirements or lack of available FinTech 

alternatives still mainly conducted and distributed through face-to-face interactions. New 

regulations and further development of FinTech sector will definitely help new types of banks 

to close the product range gap towards traditional banks in the next years, which will bring 

significant increase in the usage of mobile banks or the banks offering only digital banking. 

New players are motivated to offer more complex products, also due to raising the revenues 

and profitability. 
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Figure 11: Type of banking provider 

5.2.3 Satisfaction with the main bank 

The survey respondents were asked about satisfaction with their main bank. 113 respondents 

provided their answer. The results are available in Figure 12. A low level of satisfaction was 

expressed by 8% of the respondents. Quite the opposite, 32% of the respondents were highly 

satisfied, and the remaining 60% of the respondents were neither dissatisfied nor very 

satisfied with their main bank. 

 

Figure 12: Satisfaction with the main bank 

We also analysed the connection between the type of the bank and the respondents’ 

satisfaction. As we can see in Figure 13, there is a significant difference between both banks 

types, when it comes to ‘very satisfied’ respondents; 52% of the respondents were very 

satisfied with their mobile or digital bank and on the contrary, only 25% of the respondents 
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expressed their high level of satisfaction with their traditional bank. When it comes to 

dissatisfaction, the survey did not show any significant difference between both bank types. 

 

Figure 13: Satisfaction with the main bank based on the bank type 

5.2.4 Usage of FinTech services 

112 respondents answer the question about the usage of FinTech services in the last 6 months. 

The results are available in Figure 14. The majority of the respondents (60%) confirmed their 

usage of FinTech services in the last 6 months. It is a relatively high result in favour of the 

FinTech usage, which can be linked to the fact that the majority of respondents come from 

social and working environment, which is strongly connected to FinTech. Consequently, their 

trust and willingness to use FinTech services is relatively higher than in case of the general 

population. 
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Figure 14: Usage of FinTech services in the last 6 months 

Shown in Figure 15 of EY study, FinTech services are most likely used by consumers in the 

25-34 age group. The second age group that follows is the 35-44 age group. The use of 

FinTech services declines with consumers over the age of 44. The reason showing such result 

is the fact that these users are comfortable with using the internet and mobile technologies 

only. The results of our survey indicate very high usage of FinTech in all age classes except 

the one above 64 years. We also identified two age classes with 100% FinTech usage, but 

having in mind that the number of respondents in these two age classes was very low, in total 

only 5% of all respondents. In the 25-34 age group, which was the most represented in both 

surveys, we identified a relatively similar level of FinTech usage. As already said, the 

respondents from higher age classes in our survey expressed a high level of FinTech usage. 

The reason for this is that the majority of them come from technology environment where 

people are much more familiar with FinTech services and they consequently use them more 

often than the general population. 
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Figure 15: Usage of FinTech across age brackets 

5.2.5 Usage according to FinTech service category 

Our respondents were also asked which exact FinTech service categories they had used in the 

last 6 months. This question was designed only for those respondents who positively 

answered the question about their usage of FinTech services in the last 6 months (the question 

from Chapter 5.2.4). 65 respondents provided the answer. The respondents were allowed to 

choose multiple FinTech service categories from the category list available in Table 1. Almost 

all of the respondents (94%) had already used money transfers and payments, savings and 

investments took the second place with 31%, and insurances took the third place with 25%. 

Significantly, a high level of money transfers and payments should not be a surprising result. 

This is one of the areas FinTech sector is currently mostly focus on, mainly due to lower 

complexity and potentially high revenues. At this point, we should not forget the fact that 

FinTechs are interested in payments, especially because of the data they gather from 

performed payments, indicated life style of the consumer and consumption habits, which can 

be used with AI and ML to predict future consumption needs and purchasing decisions. All 

this can be marked as “the holy grail” of any e-commerce-oriented player. 
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Figure 16: Usage according to FinTech service category 

Figure 16 also shows the results from the EY survey in 2015 and 2017. In comparison with 

EY results for 2017, our survey showed a significantly higher usage of money transfers and 

financial planning with investments. Our respondents slightly less use borrowing category, 

and the insurance category has an almost identical level of usage. The results of both surveys 

clearly indicate that the most dominating FinTech service category is payments, which is the 

first area of banking being disrupted by FinTechs. Figure 16 also shows significant increase 

between 2015 and 2017 detected by EY in the usage of money transfers and payments, 

borrowing and insurance. 

5.2.6 Barriers preventing the usage of FinTech services 

The respondents were asked about their reasons for not using FinTech services in the last 6 

months. This question was designed only for those who negatively answered the question 

about their usage of FinTech services in the last 6 months (Chapter 5.2.4). 44 respondents 

answered the question. The respondents could choose among multiple options. As seen from 

Figure 17, 52% of the respondents had not used FinTech by the time of the survey, for there 

had been no need for that. They had considered the services offered by their traditional bank 

as satisfactory covering all their needs. Almost one third of the respondents (32%) were not 

familiar with FinTech services available in the market. Taking into account the respondents 

who confirmed their usage of FinTech services, we can say that only 13% of our active 

respondents had not been aware of FinTech’s presence in the market before our survey. 

Again, this result should be linked with the profile of the respondents - the majority of them 

come from the environment open to FinTech and consequently they have a high level of 

FinTech awareness. 
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Figure 17: Barriers preventing the usage of FinTech services 

5.2.7 Willingness to use FinTech services in the future 

The respondents were asked to express their willingness to use FinTech services in the future. 

This question was designed only for respondents who negatively answered the question about 

their usage of FinTech services in the last 6 months (see Chapter 5.2.4). 43 respondents 

answered the question. A surprisingly high percentage of the respondents (60%) expressed 

their willingness to use FinTech services in the future, and only 5% of them expressed the 

opposite. Based on the results, we can say that there is a very high potential for the adoption 

of FinTech services also among the customers who had had by the time of responding to our 

survey no actual experience with FinTech services. The result is especially convincing in the 

context of many scandalous events happening in the recent years in connection with the data 

breached among digital service providers. 
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Figure 18: Willingness to use FinTech services in the future 

5.2.8 Usage of general digital services 

The respondents were also asked about their usage of general digital services. 107 

respondents provided their answer. This question is significant, because it can demonstrate a 

potential for the adoption of FinTech services. An increased usage of computers, tablets and 

especially smart phones together with various digital services can enable people to increase 

strongly their level of digital awareness and activeness. This population segment is usually the 

first one being targeted by FinTechs. Many of digital services are also connected to 

monetisation processes, which allow citizens to be directly involved into transferring the 

value of money through digital environment. Positive experience with general digital services 

can lead to faster and higher adoption of FinTech services. The results are available in Figure 

19. The majority of respondents (91%) use messaging/video chat and social media profiles at 

least once per day. The second most common usage (85% of the respondents) represent on-

demand services that are used at least once per month. 77% of the respondents use online 

content streaming services at least once per week, and 29% of them use sharing economy 

services at least once per month. 
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Figure 19: Usage of digital services 

Figure 20 shows the usage of general digital services divided between FinTech non-users and 

users (see Chapter 5.2.4) according to our and the EY survey. The EY survey showed a 

significant difference between non-users and users. The gap is the highest when it comes to 

on-demand services and sharing economy. On the other hand, when it comes to online content 

streaming and messaging, video chatting and social media, this difference is not so big 

anymore. The result is expected, since these services are needed much more frequently and 

are in most cases available free of charge. 

The results of our survey partially follow the trends from the EY survey. Our survey, as well, 

revealed in all categories - apart from sharing economy services - higher usage among 

FinTech users. There is one important difference between both surveys; our survey did not 

reveal such significant difference in usage between FinTech non-users and users. The reason 

for this is related to the fact that there is a very high level of adoption of all general digital 

services among respondents invited to participate. The survey was conducted digitally, i.e. all 

of the respondents are digitally active. 

In general, in case of on-demand services, there is a significant difference between both 

surveys; our survey revealed a much higher level of usage for both types of users. This also 

stands for sharing economy services in case of FinTech non-users. On the other side, in cases 

of online content streaming, messaging, video chat and social media services our survey 

showed higher levels of usage for both, non-users and users. However, the gap between our 

results and those of EY survey is not so significant anymore. The reason lies in the fact that 

we deal here with digital services, which are widely used daily with help of devices that are 

highly accessible. and in most cases these services are available free of charge, which is not 

the case of on-demand services and sharing economy services. 
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Figure 20: Usage of digital services, FinTech users versus FinTech non-users, 

comparison 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Banks are an important part of the financial system and play a significant role in the provision 

of operability infrastructure for the real economy. They are also custodians of assets, 

institutions enabling transition of value, and most importantly, they are intermediaries 

between those who have surplus of founds and the ones who are in deficit with their funds. 

This important mandate of collecting surpluses in form of deposits and their transformation 

into different forms of loans, which flow back into the real economy, also help create a new 

value in form of investments. All this can provide generating new jobs, building new 

infrastructure and accelerating individual consumptions. These are all the aspects necessary 

for economic growth and prosperity. 

All these bank roles have granted them a special position in the society and in the legal 

system, as well. Banks hold such importance to the extent that even governments and 

international institutions vouch for them - all this due to the one important, but simple reason 

- trust. Banks are built on trust. Without trust, the banking system could not perform its most 

important functions within the financial system. If consequently the real economy did not 

function, the society and its subsystems could not perform their roles and sustain the well-

being of citizens.  

Intentions to assure the highest possible stability of banks also arouse some negative 

consequences, i.e. high obstacles for the entry of newcomers. Infrastructure, technology, 

regulations, compliance, security - all these aspects have helped assure that banking can not 

be performed just by anyone. Banking as a set of responsibilities and activities in the financial 

system has for a long time reserved only for banks. However, times have changed. 

Protectionism and privileges usually diminish much needed motivation for innovation, 

development and progress. That is exactly what has also happened to banks - special 

treatment provided by the entire society has allowed them to move away from constant 

improving, adjusting and, most importantly, true focusing on the customers. The dominance 

of banks could also be seen through their relationship with their customers, since banks had 

the power to decide when and where their customer will actually do their banking business. 

But all these started to change two decades ago, just as technology started offering new ways 

of interaction between a costumer and its provider, especially in industries where a product or 

service offered by a provider was not or did not have to be in material form. Banks are 

currently going through a similar process, which has already occurred in other sectors, i.e. 

publishing, telecommunication, media, etc. 

All this sustaining and focusing on the status quo has left banks in a dangerous situation, 

being unprepared on many new challenges. Overconfidence, dealing with derivatives of 

financial products, speculative behaviour, constant moving away from customers and weak 

credit worthiness assessment processes caused the financial crisis in 2008. Regulators reacted 
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with a slight delay and presented new regulations with the attempt to prevent similar financial 

crashes in the future. Banks were forced to focus on improving their balance sheets, 

implement more rigorous risk management policies, and tighten conditions for financing 

individuals and businesses. On the other side, building closer relationship with their clients, 

investing in technology, product development and product distribution network were left 

aside. 

Although, all the focusing on the financial crisis and minimising negative consequences 

caused an unintended challenge - the growing gap in relationship between banks and their 

clients. Clients had their needs and expectations, which were not satisfied. Since then, some 

segments of banking customers have started looking for new alternatives, and FinTech is one 

of them. 

One of the thesis’ goals was to research and analyse what FinTech actually is. FinTech does 

not just cover a narrow area of technologies in finances; we could say that FinTech is a state 

of mind. FinTech is active in agile way, it is also evolutionising and sometimes even 

revolutionising the established rules and relations in the society. FinTech even has a potential 

to help us protect our planet and its limited resources. FinTech can help fight against poverty 

with accelerating economic development in underserved regions and communities. FinTech 

can help us improve transparency and democratisation of access to data and knowledge. 

FinTech can easily be named as an ultimate tool how to enable sustainable development of 

our society, not just the financial services sector. 

The second goal of this thesis was to find out whether FinTech had really reached a 

meaningful breakthrough or it was merely the hype in financial and tech communities. Our 

FinTech analysis indicates that it can bring truly numerous benefits with its clear customer-

centric thinking. Despite all this, we still can not say that FinTech as a sector has managed to 

gain a significant market share till now (there are of course some exceptions, i.e. high 

adoption of mobile payments in China). This should not be an excuse for the banks to do 

nothing. As Bill Gates once clearly articulated: “We always overestimate the change that will 

occur in the next two years and underestimate the change that will occur in the next ten. 

Don’t let yourself be lulled into inaction.” 

FinTech definitely has a potential to grow, but this growth will probably not be driven by 

FinTech start-ups. A true breakthrough of FinTech will most probably come along with big 

tech players and other companies having a large customer base. The breakthrough can also 

come from the banks which will embrace unavoidable changes and use them for their own 

benefit. After all, banks have always been organisations with significant number of tech 

experts. 

First, the banking sector will have to go through a transition period before implementing 

emergence of FinTech technologies. Some of such technologies will be implemented due to 
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regulatory requirements (i.e. Open APIs and Open Banking in Europe). For other 

technologies, banks will have to go through analysing and testing internally or by engaging 

external partners who have already gained valuable know-how and experience in this 

particular field. Such partnerships could have significant positive effects on time-to-market 

period for new products and services. They could help optimising the usage of resources and 

provide skills that are usually not available within banks. Banks will also need to work on 

improving their IT systems and operating models, to use SaaS-based services with proven 

scalability, learn more about their customers from the data they have already obtained and 

from new data that they will collect in the future. Finally, they will need to enable full and 

efficient connectivity of their system and hire people with required skills and values. 

FinTech is bringing numerous improvements to banks, which can help in building a more 

sustainable oriented financial system, because many of these novelties can minimise or even 

completely remove some of the risks, which - if not well managed - could cause great 

financial instability. Regulators and legislators will have a very important role in this field, to 

embrace FinTech and create regulations which will truly support and accelerate innovation in 

the banking system. 

In the centre of the empirical part of this thesis was the survey focused on banking and the 

usage of FinTech. Respondents invited to participate were mostly from working environments 

focusing on technologies and finances. That is why the survey results can not serve as 

representation of how the general population feels about FinTech. Nevertheless, some 

interesting findings were identified in the survey. Almost three quarters of the respondents 

still use traditional banks as their main banking provider (especially for receiving their 

income). On other side, 24% of the respondents use digital-only banks without branches as 

their main banking provider. These new banks maybe really do not offer such a wide range of 

products and services as traditional banks, but for sure they prevail when it comes to total 

customer experience. This is reflected through satisfaction of their users. More than half of 

the respondents who use digital-only banks expressed high level of satisfaction with their 

bank. However, in case of traditional banks, only 25% of their users expressed high level of 

satisfaction. 

In case of the usage of FinTech services, 60% of the respondents had used them in the last six 

months prior to the survey. By far the most common FinTech service category used by 94% 

of the respondents were services of money transfers and payments category. This result is not 

surprising, since payments are one of the first areas of focus for FinTech sector because 

customers expect payments to be performed quickly (near real-time if possible). After all, we 

talk about transferring digital value and not something materialised. There are several reasons 

enabling this; payments are not so complex, they can easily be monetised and they create a lot 

of valuable data about customers who can give us their picture of habits, needs and potential 
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future purchases, with the use of AI. Probably, it is not necessary to point out, how valuable 

this is for every player in areas of e-commerce or general digital economy. 

The respondents who had not yet used FinTech services (FinTech non-users), were asked 

about the barriers preventing them to use Fintech services. Almost one third of FinTech non-

users were not familiar with the existence of FinTechs. If we also take into account the 

respondents who already use FinTech - i.e. their FinTech usage can be interpreted as FinTech 

awareness - then we can say that only 13% of all respondents had not been aware of the 

existence of FinTech prior to our survey. 

More than half of FinTech non-users had no need to use FinTech services, and 14% of them 

preferred traditional banks over FinTech. If we here take into account FinTech users and 

conclude that they do not prefer traditional banks, which is indicated by their usage of 

FinTech services, then we estimate only 5.6% of all respondents with preference to traditional 

banks over FinTechs. As we can notice at least from the respondents of our survey, banks do 

not have many customers who have strong preference to staying with them. FinTech also has 

bright future among FinTech non-users, 60% of them revealed to be willing to use FinTech 

services in the future. If we combine FinTech non-users who are willing to use FinTech 

services with those respondents already using FinTech services, then we can say that 84% of 

all our respondents have positive view of FinTechs (71% of them are already using FinTech 

services and 29% of them are willing to use them in the future). 

As already shown with the survey results, customers will embrace products and services 

developed in connection with FinTech. There is at least one good reason for it; FinTech with 

its strong focus on improving, optimising and simplifying financial services and processes is 

one true advocate of customers with intense focus on fulfilling their needs and expectations. 

Bank users already love different digital services and e-commerce platforms, which offer 

superb customer experience. This will help raise the adoption of FinTech products and 

services. 

Banks have a unique opportunity to embrace FinTech and use it for true transformation of 

becoming FSI that will truly work in the best interest of their clients, owners and the society 

in general. New technologies enable them to transform traditional business and operating 

models into aggregational approaches where they can open themselves to third parties in order 

to enrich their offering and see what kind of value-added services they can build on top of 

their products and data. Benefits of using this approach are seen in extra revenues from fees 

generated by selling products of other players; this can be especially important in time of low 

or even negative general interest rates. Other benefits are zero costs of development, 

minimum or zero costs of operations, and positive influence on their balance sheet, since 

reservation requirements decrease and shorten the time needed for launching new products on 

the market. On the other side, banks can now place their products and services within the 

offerings of other players or marketplaces. That will lead to a significant increase in their 
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distribution network, without the need for any significant investments. If transformation of 

banks is performed properly, banks can still play an important role in future financial services 

system. If they do not do so, someone else will do that. We do not live anymore in the world 

where banking is offered only by banks. Bill Gates already predicted this in 1994, when he 

said:"Banking is necessary, but banks are not". 

At the end, if everything is done in a proper way, banking customers will profit the most from 

FinTech through simplifications, more choice and lower fees. 
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POVZETEK 

Banke so pomemben del finančnega sistem in igrajo pomembno vlogo zaradi svoje operativne 

infrastrukture, ki omogoča delovanje gospodarstva. Banke so skrbnik vrednosti, omogočajo 

njen prenos in, kot najpomembneje, igrajo vlogo posrednika med subjekti, ki imajo presežke 

sredstev, in s tistimi, ki so v iskanju dodatnih sredstev. To omogoča kreiranje nove vrednosti 

preko odpiranja novih delovnih mest, gradnje infrastrukture in pospeševanja potrošnje. 

Ravno zaradi pomembnosti bank smo se v tej diplomski nalogi osredotočili na pojav, ki lahko 

izrazito vpliva na njihov položaj v prihodnosti, tako v negativni kot v pozitivni smeri. Gre za 

finančne tehnologije oziroma t.i. fintech industrijo, ki lahko preraste v upoštevanja vredno 

konkurenco vsem tradicionalnim finančnim institucijam, predvsem bankam. 

Ker so finančne tehnologije ter njihovi morebitni vplivi na banke slabše raziskani, je bil eden 

izmed ciljev na enem mestu zbrati pomembe opredelitve, ki pripomorejo k sistematičnem 

poznavanju finančnih tehnologij ter njihovih morebitnih posledic. 

Pojem finančnih tehnologij ne pokriva le ozkega pojma uporabe tehnologij v finančni 

industriji. Gre za vpeljavo inovacij, tehnologij (iz naslova tehnološkega napredka, 

digitalizacije, medmrežij, razširjenosti uporabe elektronskih naprav, večje tehnološke 

pismenost ter razširjene uporabe digitalnih storitev) ter uporabe le-teh v različnih 

kombinacijah, z namenom izboljšati uporabniško izkušnjo ter poenostaviti vse 

administrativno-operativne procese in komponente na strani finančnih institucij. Fintech 

predstavlja tudi proaktivnost ter agilnost v delovanju, pomeni evolucijo in včasih tudi 

revolucijo ustaljenih pravil ter odnosov. Tehnologije, ki so del fintecha, lahko pomagajo pri 

varovanju našega planeta ter njegovih omejenih virov. Fintech lahko pomaga pri 

zmanjševanju revščine s pospeševanjem ekonomskega razvoja v regijah in skupnostih, ki še 

vedno s težavo dostopajo do finančnega sistema. Fintech lahko tudi pripomore k večji 

transparentnosti ter demokratizaciji dostopa do podatkov ter znanj. Z vsemi temi področji 

delovanja lahko fintech opredelimo kot pomembno orodje, ki lahko pomaga pri trajnostnem 

razvoju ne le finančnega sistema, temveč tudi naše civilizacije kot celote. 

Odgovornost za vzpon fintecha pa lahko pripišemo tudi bankam samim. Zadnja finančna kriza 

je poglobila prepad v odnosu do uporabnikov, ko so regulatorji prisilili banke, da se 

osredotočijo na izboljšavo bilanc, s tem pa so zanemarile prepotrebne investicije v tehnološki 

razvoj, razvoj produktov ter njihove distribucije. Tako so pričele finančne tehnologije bankam 

ter ostalim finančnim institucijam počasi prevzemati vlogo neizbežnega posrednika v 

finančnem sistemu. Lep primer so plačila, kjer nekoč ni šlo brez sistema finančnih institucij, 

ki so dolgo trajajoči proces izvajala ob visokih provizijah. Dandanes lahko prenos denarja 

izvedemo v realnem času ob veliko nižjih provizijah. Gre za neizbežen proces transformiranja 

dejavnosti, ki ga je tehnološki napredek že povzročil v založništvu, telekomunikacijah ter še 
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mnogih ostalih industrijah. Trend je posebej izrazit znotraj dejavnosti, kjer predmet izmenjave 

med ponudnikom in potrošnikom ni v materialni obliki oz. kjer ni potrebe po materialnosti. 

Najpomembnejše prednosti finančnih tehnologij so zbrali Castilla-Rubio ter ostali avtorji 

(2016, 3) v naslednjem seznamu: 

- enostavnejši dostop ter decentralizacija finančnega sistema pomeni omogočanje večje 

vključenosti skupnosti, ki še niso del finančnega sistema ali pa imajo le omejen dostop, 

- večja transparentnost omogoča lažji dostop do podatkov ter storitev, 

- izboljšano upravljanje s tveganji, kar preprečuje finančne krize, 

- večja učinkovitost ter hitrost, 

- povečana konkurenčnost z vstopom novih igralcev z novimi poslovnimi modeli. 

Pojem fintech pomeni tudi posebno obliko zagonskega podjetja, ki z inoviranjem preko 

najsodobnejših tehnologij ustvarjajo nove finančne produkte. Običajno gre za subjekte, ki se 

osredotočajo na ponudbo niških produktov. Če pogledamo celoten sektor zagonskih fintech 

podjetij, lahko vidimo, da le-ti že delujejo prav v vseh bančnih segmentih ter produktnih 

linijah. Kot finteche pa lahko označimo tudi velika tehnološka podjetja, ki zaznamujejo 

področje socialnih omrežij ali spletne prodaje, ter ostala podjetja z veliko bazo strank, ki 

želijo svojo ponudbo razširiti tudi na področje bančništva. Vsi ti bodo verjetno zmagovalci 

politike odprtega bančništva v EU, po kateri bodo banke morale vsem zainteresiranim 

ponudnikom (ob privolitvi stranke) omogočiti dostop do bančnih transakcij ter izvedbo plačil 

preko odprtih aplikacijskih programskih vmesnikov. S tem se bo končal monopol, ki so ga 

imele banke nad podatki svojih strank, bančni komitenti se bodo lahko sami odločili, s kom 

bodo delili svoje podatke o transakcijah ter s kakšnim namenom. Vse to bo sprožilo neslutene 

možnosti inoviranja, izboljšav ter večje izbire. 

V poglavju o prodornih finančnih tehnologijah z največjim potencialom smo opredelili 

tehnologijo verigo blokov kot nov način zapisovanja in hranjena podatkov, ki so lažje in 

decentralizirano dostopni brez možnosti manipuliranja. Naslednja tehnologija z velikim 

dometov znotraj fintecha je internet stvari, ki pokriva zajem, zaznavo ter zbiranje podatkov s 

številnih elektronskih naprav ter senzorjev. Nadaljevali smo s strojnim učenjem ter umetno 

inteligenco kot orodji za obdelavo podatkov ter sprejemanja odločitev na osnovi vzorcev ter 

povezav. Pomembni so tudi odprti aplikacijski programski vmesniki kot pomembna osnova za 

odprto bančništvo, ki omogočajo hitro, učinkovito ter varno povezavo med sistemi za namene 

izmenjave podatkov med njimi. Nekatere od teh tehnologij sicer še niso v splošni uporabi. 

Glavni razlog gre iskati v obstoju določenih tveganj ter pomanjkljivosti, ki pa jih bo vedno 

večje število raziskovalnih organizacij in fintech podjetij verjetno odpravilo v prihodnjih letih. 

Banke se soočajo s številnimi izzivi, ki preprečujejo hitro in učinkovito implementiranje 

novih tehnologij ter poslovnih modelov. Ob obravnavi prednosti ter slabosti tako bank kot 

fintechov smo ugotovili, da si lahko banke ter fintechi medsebojno pomagajo pri razreševanju 

medsebojnih slabosti in tako pripomorejo k boljšemu finančnemu sistemu. Banke imajo na 
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voljo več modelov kako prevzeti in implementirati glavne prednosti, ki jih prinaša fintech. 

Gre za pospeševanje samostojnega notranjega inoviranja in posodobitev obstoječih 

tehnoloških sistemov, lastniško prevzemanje z namenom vključevanja novih tehnoloških 

podjetij znotraj svoje organizacijske strukture in za izgradnjo stalnega partnerstva s podjetji, 

ki razvijajo nove finančne tehnologije (Capgemini, Efma in LinkedIn 2016). 

Eden izmed ciljev diplomske naloge je bil ugotoviti, ali je fintech dejansko dosegel 

pomemben preboj, ali gre bolj za medijsko napihnjeno zgodbo znotraj finančno-tehničnih 

krogov. Fintech res prinaša številne prednosti s svojo jasno osredotočenostjo na končnega 

uporabnika. Kljub vsemu pa še ne moremo reči, da je fintech kot sektor že dosegel pomemben 

tržni delež oz. preboj (obstajajo pa tudi izjeme, npr. visoka uporaba mobilnih plačil na 

Kitajskem). To vsekakor ne sme biti razlog, da bi banke mirovale. Delež uporabe fintech 

produktov in storitev narašča z vsakim letom. 

Fintech ima visok potencial za rast, a te rasti najverjetneje ne bodo pospeševala le zagonska 

podjetja. Resnični preboj bomo najverjetneje izvedla velika tehnološka podjetja s področja 

družbenih omrežij ali spletne prodaje in ostala podjetja z obstoječo bazo strank. Preboj pa se 

lahko izvedejo tudi banke, še posebej preko partnerstva z inovativnimi fintechi. 

Pogoj za uspešno implementacijo finančnih tehnologij znotraj bank pa leži predvsem v 

njihovi zmožnosti za transformacijo. Nekatere izmed tehnologij (npr. odprti API-ji in odprto 

bančništvo v Evropi) bodo v banke prišle zaradi regulatornih zahtev. Za druge tehnologije bo 

treba na strani bank pred samo implementacijo izvesti številne analize ter testiranja, kar pa 

sicer lahko zahteva precej časa. Obstaja pa tudi možnost hitrejše implementacije novih 

tehnologij preko vzpostavitev partnerstev s tehnološko-inovacijskimi centri, ki so si s 

finančnimi tehnologijami nabrali precej izkušenj. Tovrstna partnerstva bi lahko imela 

pomemben pozitiven vpliv na krajšanje časa potrebnega za uvedbo novih finančnih produktov 

ter storitev. Pozitiven vpliv pa lahko predvidimo tudi na optimalnejši rabi notranjih virov. Ne 

gre prezreti tudi dejstva, da lahko banke na tak način veliko hitreje pridejo do znanj in 

sposobnosti glede novih finančnih tehnologij, ki jih v bankah običajno primanjkuje. Banke 

imajo pred seboj nekaj pomembnih korakov: posodobitev internih IT sistemov ter operativnih 

modelov, večja uporaba programske opreme kot storitev oz. v oblaku, poudarek na analizi 

podatkov o strankah z namenom predvideti njihove potrebe, bančni sistemi morajo biti 

pripravljeni na večjo povezljivost ter navsezadnje, banke morajo najti načine kako pridi do 

kadrov z ustreznimi znanji ter spodobnostmi (PwC 2016a, 28-44). 

V empiričnemu delu naloge smo se osredotočili na bančništvo ter uporabo fintecha. Anketni 

vprašalnik je bil deloma narejen po vzoru raziskave EY FinTech Adoption Index 2017. Namen 

takšnega pristopa je bil dobiti priložnost primerjati rezultate obeh raziskav, opredeliti 

morebitne razlike ter pojasniti razloge zanje. Velika večina udeležencev naše raziskave 

prihaja iz delovnih okolij, ki so močno povezana s fintechom ter financami, zato rezultati ne 

predstavljajo mnenja splošne populacije. Kljub vsemu smo prišli do nekaterih zanimivih 
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ugotovitev. Za skoraj tri četrtine vseh udeležencev naše raziskave so tradicionalne banke še 

vedno primarni ponudnik bančnih produktov ter storitev, s 24 % že sledijo uporabniki, ki 

imajo svoj glavni račun odprt pri izključno digitalni banki brez poslovalnic, ki večinoma 

delujejo kot fintechi. Te nove oblike bank sicer še res ne ponujajo celotnega spektra bančnih 

produktov v primerjavi s tradicionalnimi bankami, a opaziti je njihovo prednost pri 

uporabniški izkušnji. To se izraža v visokem zadovoljstvu njihovih uporabnikov. Več kot 

polovica uporabnikov izključno digitalnih bank je izrazila visoko zadovoljstvo z njimi, 

medtem ko delež visoko zadovoljnih uporabnikov pri tradicionalnih bankah znaša le 25 %. 

Med udeleženci naše raziskave je 60 % takšnih, ki so fintech produkte in storitve uporabljali v 

času zadnjih šest mesecev, kar 94 % fintech uporabnikov je uporabljalo storitve mobilnega 

plačevanja in prenose denarja fintech ponudnikov. Rezultat ni presenetljiv, saj je ravno 

področje plačil eno izmed prvih področij bančništva, na kar se je osredotočil fintech sektor. 

Plačila so za nove igralce zanimiva predvsem zaradi manjše kompleksnosti produkta ter 

zaradi velike vrednosti, ki jo predstavljajo podatki o plačilih. S pomočjo umetne inteligence 

lahko hitro pridemo do uporabnikovih navad, prihodnjih potreb ter nakupnih odločitev. 

Verjetno ni treba poudariti, kakšno vrednost predstavljajo tovrstni podatki za vsakogar, ki 

deluje na področju spletne prodaje oz. digitalne ekonomije. 

Udeleženci raziskave, ki še niso uporabljali fintech produktov in storitev, predstavljajo 40 % 

udeležencev raziskave. Skoraj tretjina le-teh je kot razlog za neuporabo navedla, da niso 

vedeli za obstoj fintech produktov ter storitev. Če to prenesemo na vse udeležence raziskave 

(če privzamemo, da štejemo fintech uporabnike kot tiste, ki poznajo fintech), potem je le 13 

% udeležencev naše raziskave tistih, ki do naše raziskave niso vedeli za obstoj fintecha. 

Več kot polovica udeležencev, ki fintech produktov in storitev še niso uporabljali, ni imela 

potrebe do uporabe, medtem ko 14 % udeležencev raje uporablja produkte in storitve 

tradicionalnih bank. Če privzamemo, da fintech uporabniki niso zvesti tradicionalnim bankam 

(kar se izkazuje preko njihove uporabe fintech produktov ter storitev), potem lahko rečemo, 

da je med vsemi udeleženci naše raziskave le 5,6 % takšnih, ki raje uporabljajo produkte 

tradicionalnih bank. Kakor lahko vidimo, med udeleženci naše raziskave ni veliko takšnih, ki 

bi jih tradicionalne banke lahko štele za zveste stranke. Fintech ima velik potencial tudi med 

tistimi udeleženci raziskave, ki še niso uporabili fintech produktov in storitev. Kar 60 % 

udeležencev je namreč izrazilo pripravljenost za uporabo v prihodnosti. Če te udeležence 

združimo s tistimi, ki so že fintech uporabniki, potem lahko rečemo, da ima kar 84 % vseh 

udeležencev raziskave pozitivno naravnanost do fintech-a (71 % udeležencev je že aktivnih 

uporabnikov, 29 % pa jih izkazuje pripravljenost, da to postanejo v prihodnosti). 

Rezultati raziskave kažejo, da uporabniki sprejemajo produkte ter storitve, ki jih razvija 

fintech. In to z dobrim razlogom, kajti fintech je s svojo osredotočenostjo v izboljšave in 

poenostavitve finančnih produktov resnični zastopnik koristi končnih uporabnikov. 

Uporabniki so že vzljubili različne digitalne storitve in spletne nakupne platforme, ki ponujajo 
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visok nivo uporabniške izkušnje. In ravno to je lahko ključni dejavnik pospeševanja pri 

sprejemanju ter uporabi fintech produktov in storitev. 

Banke imajo edinstveno priložnost sprejeti fintech ter ga uporabiti kot temelj resnične 

transformacije z namenom postati finančne inštitucije, ki bodo dejansko delovale v najboljši 

koristi za svoje stranke, lastnike ter družbo kot celoto. Nove tehnologije omogočajo 

preobrazbo ustaljenih poslovnih ter operativnih modelov v nov model združevanja znotraj 

platform, kjer lahko z odpiranjem nasproti ostalim igralcem na trgu oplemenitijo svojo 

ponudbo in koristijo storitve z dodano vrednostjo, ki jih bodo na podlagi svojih obstoječih 

produktov in podatkov razvili nosilci inovacij. Tak pristop prinaša številne prednosti: dodatne 

prihodke na račun preprodaje produktov ostalih ponudnikov (kar je še posebej pomembno v 

času nizkih obrestih mer), nič stroškov za razvoj dodatnih produktov in storitev, veliko 

znižanje stroškov iz naslova operativnih aktivnosti vezanih na ponudbo produktov in storitev 

drugih ponudnikov, ter ugoden vpliv na bančne bilance stanja zaradi nižjih potreb po 

rezervacijah in predvsem krajši čas potreben za umestitev novega produkta ali storitve na trg. 

Na drugi strani lahko banke preko povezovanja svoje obstoječe produkte ter storitve umestijo 

v ponudbo drugih igralcev ali tržnih platform, kar prinaša izjemno povečanje distribucijske 

mreže brez potreb po izjemno visokih vlaganjih (npr. mreža poslovalnic). Če bodo banke 

svojo transformacijo izvedle ustrezno, potem ni strahu, da ne bi tudi v prihodnosti igrale 

pomembne vloge v finančnem sistemu. Če tega ne bodo storile banke same, bo to zagotovo 

storil nekdo drug. Dandanes namreč živimo v svetu, ko bančništvo kot dejavnosti ni v 

izključni pristojnosti bank. Bill Gates je že leta 1994 podal preroško izjavo: »Bančništvo je 

nujno, banke niso.« Največji zmagovalci celotnega dogajanja v zvezi s fintechom bodo 

verjetno končni uporabniki, saj bodo deležni poenostavitev finančnega poslovanja, večje 

izbire na trgu ter nižjih provizij - le kdo bi temu oporekal. 
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE IN SLOVENE 

Pozdravljeni, 

sem Rok Kos, študent na UP Fakulteti za management Koper. V času priprave diplomskega dela z naslovom 
"FinTech in banke" želim izvesti anketo na temo uporabe sodobnih finančnih storitev, ki jih ponujajo novi ne-
bančnih ponudniki, t.i. fintechi. Gre v večini za zagonska tehnološka podjetja, ki s pomočjo novih tehnologij, 
inoviranja in novih poslovnih modelov razvijajo digitalne finančne storitve in tako predstavljajo novo 
konkurenco že uveljavljenim finančnim institucijam, v prvi vrsti bankam.  

Gre za spletne finančne storitve s področja prenosa denarja in plačil, finančnega planiranja, varčevanja in 
investiranja, posojil in zavarovanj.  

Anketa je anonimna. Podatki bodo uporabljeni izključno za potrebe priprave diplomskega dela. Anketa je na 
voljo v slovenskem in angleškem jeziku. Izpolnjevanje je omogočeno z osebnim računalnikom, tablico ter 
pametnim telefonom. Prosim, če si vzamete nekaj minut in s klikom na "Naslednja stran" pričnete z 
izpolnjevanjem ankete. 

V1 - Izberite tip banke, kjer imate odprt glavni transakcijski račun (prejem plače, honorarjev, štipendije, 

pokojnine oz. ostalih prejemkov)? 
 tradicionalna univerzalna banka s poslovalnicami 
 digitalna oz. mobilna banka brez poslovalnic 
 drugo 

 
V2 - Kako ste zadovoljni s storitvami svoje banke? 

 sploh ne 
 nekje vmes 
 zelo 

 
V3 - Ali ste v zadnjih 6 mesecih uporabljali finančne storitve novih ne-bančnih ponudnikov, t.i. fintechov? 

 da 
 ne 

 
V4 - Katere storitve novih ne-bančnih ponudnikov, t.i. fintechov, ste uporabljali v zadnjih 6 mesecih? 
Možnih je več odgovorov. 

 prenosi denarja in plačila (spletna menjava valut, plačila v kripto-valutah, spletna plačila izseljencev v 
domovino, banka brez poslovalnice, mobilna plačila) 

 finančno planiranje (orodja za pripravo finančnih planov ter spremljanje izdatkov) 
 varčevanje in investiranje (spletne platforme za neposredno visoko profitno vlaganje, množično financiranje, 

spletna investicijsko-svetovalna orodja, spletno trgovanje z vrednostnimi papirji, spletne stave na trgu valut) 
 posojila (izposoja / posoja denarja preko spletnih platform, izposoja pri spletnih ponudnikih kratkoročnih 

posojil) 
 zavarovanja (avtomobilsko zavarovanje s spremljanjem podatkov o vožnji, platforme za primerjavo 

zavarovanj, zdravstvena zavarovanja s spremljanjem telesnih aktivnosti zavarovanca) 
 drugo 

 
V5 - Zakaj v zadnjih 6 mesecih niste uporabljali finančnih storitev novih ne-bančnih ponudnikov, t.i. 

fintechov? 
Možnih je več odgovorov. 

 nisem vedela / vedel za njihov obstoj 
 nisem imela / imel potrebe po uporabi 
 raje uporabljam produkte uveljavljenih ponudnikov finančnih produktov ter storitev 
 v storitvah fintech ponudnikov ne vidim prednosti glede na uveljavljene ponudnike finančnih storitev 
 drugi razlogi 

 
V6 - Ali bi bili pripravljeni v prihodnosti uporabljati finančne storitve novih ne-bančnih ponudnikov, t.i. 

fintechov? 
 da 
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 ne 
 ne vem 

 
V7 - Odnos do digitalnih storitev - katera od trditev velja za vas?  
Možnih je več odgovorov. 

 digitalne storitve na zahtevo (npr. spletni nakupi, skupinski prevoz z delitvijo sedežev, spletna naročila hrane, 
spletna naročila storitev na domu) uporabljam v povprečju najmanj enkrat mesečno 

 spletne storitve delitvene ekonomije (npr. oddaja/najem stanovanja, naročilo so-uporabe poslovnih prostorov, 
oddaja / najem prevoznega sredstva) uporabljam v povprečju najmanj enkrat mesečno 

 predvajanje spletnih vsebin uporabljam v povprečju najmanj enkrat tedensko 
 sporočila / video klice / socialna omrežja uporabljam v povprečju najmanj enkrat dnevno 
 nič od naštetega  

 
V8 - Starost: 

 do 24 let 
 25 - 34 let 
 35 - 44 let 
 45 - 54 let 
 55 - 64 let 
 65 - 74 let 
 nad 74 let 

 
V9 - Spol:  

 ženski 
 moški 

 
V10 - Kako bi opredelili vaš kraj bivanja? 

 prestolnica oz. veliko mesto 
 majhno do srednje veliko mesto 
 podeželje 
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH 

Dear all. 

My name is Rok Kos. I'm a student at the UP Faculty of Management in Koper. As part of my thesis with the 

title "FinTech and banks" I'm conducting a survey on the use of modern financial services offered by non-

banking players, known as FinTechs. FinTechs are mostly tech start-ups which build digital financial services on 

the basis of new technologies, innovation and new business models. In this way, they are becoming new 

competitors to traditional financial services institutions, especially banks. 

New digital services cover the following main categories: money transfers and payments, financial planning, 

savings and investments, borrowing and insurance. 

This survey is anonymous. Collected data will only be used for purposes related to the thesis topic. You can 

complete it in English or Slovene on your PC, tablet or smartphone. I'm kindly asking you to take a few minutes 

of your time and click on "Next page" to start completing this survey.  

 

Q1 – Please, select the type of bank where your main account is located (for receiving your salary or any 

other income)? 

 traditional bank with branches 

 digital or mobile bank without branches 

 other 

 

Q2 - How satisfied are you with the level of services offered by your bank? 

 absolutely not 

 somewhere in between 

 very 

 

Q3 - Have you used any FinTech service in the last 6 months? 

 yes 

 no 

 

Q4 – Please, mark which of the following FinTech services categories you have used in the last 6 months? 

You can select more options. 

 money transfers and payment (online foreign exchange, pay via crypto-currency, overseas remittances, 

digital-only banks without branches, mobile phone payment)  

 financial planning (online budgeting and financial planning tools)  

 saving and investments (platforms for high-interest investments, investments in equity crowdfunding, online 

investment advice and investment management, online stockbroking, spread betting)  

 borrowing (borrowing using P2P platforms, borrowing using online short-term loan providers)  

 insurance (car insurance using telematics that monitor driver behaviour, insurance comparison sites, activity-

based health insurance that tracks your exercise)  

 other  

 

Q5 - Why have you not used FinTech services in the last 6 months? 
You can select more options. 

 I was not aware of their existence 
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 I did not have any need to use them 

 I prefer using a traditional financial services provider 

 I did not see the advantage of FinTechs over traditional services 

 other reasons 

 

Q6 - Are you willing to use FinTech services in the future? 

 yes 

 no 

 I don't know 

 

Q7 - General usage of digital services - which of the following is true for you? 
You can select more options. 

 I use on-demand services (e.g. online, shopping, ride sharing, food order, home services order) at least once 

per month on average 

 I use sharing economy services (apartment renting, co-working space, vehicle renting) at least once per month 

on average 

 I use online content streaming at least once per week on average  

 I use messaging / video chat and social media profiles at least once per day on average 

 none 

 

Q8 - Age: 

 to 24 

 25 - 34 

 35 - 44 

 45 - 54 

 55 - 64 

 65 - 74 

 above 74 

 

Q9 - Gender: 

 female 

 male 

 

Q10 - How will you determine your place of living? 

 capital or big city 

 small to middle sized city 

 rural area 


